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Introduction

The focus

of this thesis

is

to determine

and compare the components of renders

from three sites designed by Thomas Jefferson. The render
brick

masonry

-

is

made up

of the

same

-

plaster

on exterior

constituents as plaster, mortar, and stucco.

These terms tend to be used interchangeably depending on the region, time period,
and/or person.

A comparative

Thomas

analysis of renders from sites designed by

Jefferson had

never been carried out. The sites selected include Poplar Forest, Jefferson's
retreat designed

located

in

and

built

between

1

806 and

Charlottesville and constructed

1

823; the University of Virginia

between 1817

designed for Virginia Governor James Barbour and

These three

sites are

all

located

in

mind.

What was

built

-

between 1817

-

1822.

carried out with specific questions

Jefferson's understanding of renders?

recommendations regarding the ingredients

to be used at

hydraulic additives used, such as brick dust?

the technology of mortars and plasters
centuries and available to builders

1828; and Barboursville,

central Virginia.

The research, analysis, and characterization was
in

villa

in

was

What

each

make

site?

specific

Were any

kind of information relating to

in print in

America?

Did he

the late

1

8th and early

1

9th

Introduction

The analyses and characterization were completed

in

three stages.

8th and early

The

involved historical documentation of late

1

recipes and application techniques.

was accomplished by means

of builders

others

This

1

stage

9th century plastering
of a survey

books and other publications, both known to be owned by Jefferson and

in print

during his lifetime.

The information located

in

the builders books also

provided a better understanding of the technology of plasters during the

1

first

1

8th and

9th centuries.

Existing correspondence of Jefferson's contemporaries
plaster references in

hopes

was

also searched for

of gaining a better understanding as to

recommendations these men may have made to each
searched included that of William Thornton, Robert

other.

Mills,

what

The correspondence

Charles Bulfinch, Benjamin

Henry Latrobe, and Charles Willson Peale.

The second stage involved examining the construction history of each
researching specific references

amounts

to renders, plasters,

of material in the form of primary

documenting each

of the sites.

workmen

in

in

made

involved

Many

and

and mortars. Varying

and secondary sources exist

of the letters written by Jefferson

and the

the construction process at the sites has survived. This aided

the documentation of references

construction periods.

site

made

to mortars and plasters during the

Introduction

The

final

site

and comparing and contrasting

stage included the characterization and analysis of the renders from each

completed
of

initially

their similarities

and differences. This was

by microscopic examination of cross sections and thin sections

mounted samples. The cross sections revealed information such as the number
and

of layers of plaster, similarity of grain size, shape,

were used

for

more detailed analysis and aided

content, including type and quantity.

in

color.

The

thin sections

the determination of the mineral

Acid digestion

was

also carried out and

provided information on the aggregate color, size, and shape, and a rough

approximation of the binder to aggregate

In

ratio.

addition to the visual examination of the plasters and their macrostructure and

microfabric, chemical composition

hydraulic and other additives.

was considered

to determine the presence of

These analyses were conducted

at the University of

Pennsylvania's Laboratory for Research of the Structure of Matter using x-ray

powder

diffraction,

scanning electron microscopy, and thermogravimetric analysis.

This thesis provides valuable insight to a previously unexplored area of Jefferson's

use and knowledge of exterior renders.
historical

documentation available

physical material.

trends

in

for

It

each

includes both an investigation of the
site,

as well as an analysis of the

Taken together, both data sets suggest

specific objectives and

Jefferson's exterior treatment of his architectural projects.

Chapter One

1.1

Render

Historical

Description of Materials

is

a term used to describe exterior plaster applied directly to brickwork.

important to keep

is

Documentation

in

mind that render

mortar, as they have the

is

1

It

closely related to plaster, stucco, and

same primary components. These terms tend

interchangeably depending on the region, time period, and/or person.

to be used

Generally

speaking render and stucco refer to plaster applied to exterior surfaces,

mortar to

the material used as a bonding agent between brick and stonework, and plaster to
interior

work.

Renders, plasters, and stuccos are generally applied

one to three depending on

layers can vary from

commonly
is

in layers,

their function.

and the number of

The layers are

referred to as the base, intermediate, and finish "coat".

usually a smooth,

flat,

The

finish coat

often decorative layer which protects the substrate from

moisture penetration.

There are several qualities desirable
application,

good bond

in

adequate cure strength to
in

plaster including

resist

order to withstand differential

good workability

for

easy

impact damage without cracking, a

movements between

plaster

and

substrate, and of course, durability.

1

Russell Sturgis,

A

Dictionary of Architecture

Company, 1905), 272.

and

Building

(New York: The Macmillan

Chapter One

Historical

Traditionally, lime

in

often the binder of choice for most mortars, plasters, and

The primary ingredients

renders.

sand,

was

Documentation

for plasters

a basic ratio of one to three

were then mixed with water.

2

The

(1 :3)

were lime and aggregate, usually

one to two

or

(1 :2)

by volume which

lime acted as the binder that held the sand or

aggregate together. The water added to the dry components activated the binding
properties of the lime, creating a mechanical and chemical bond
materials.

Much has been

between the

written about these three seemingly simple ingredients

and debate continues as to the best way to characterize and analyze
mortars and plasters.

historic

3

The following chapter documents recommendations made by
century builders, noting authors of books Jefferson

is

known

well as current writings regarding the ingredients for plasters

1

8th and

to have

1

9th

owned, as

and renders.

4

The

most useful of these works has been Isaac Ware's, A Complete Body of
Architecture, published

in

each component plays an
will

produce.

London

in

1767.

In his

book,

Ware acknowledged

that

integral role in the physical characteristics that the mortar

Ware's recommendations were

similar to

those made several

centuries earlier by Vitruvius and Palladio with the exception of the use of additives

2

John

Diehl,

Manual of Lathing and

Plastering

(New

York:

Mac

Publishers Association,

1960), 93.
3

Morgan Phillips,
Ph
written summary from SPNEA
March
V
1973. APT Bulletin VI,

-

APT Conference on

"William B. O'Neal.
O'N
Jefferson's Fine Arts Library (Charlottesville, VA:
Virginia,

1976).

Mortar, Boston, 15-16
University Press of

Chapter One

which

will

Historical

be discussed

in

section 1.1.4.

Jefferson

owned copies

Documentation

the works

written by Ware, Vitruvius and Palladio.

1.1.1

In

Lime

Ware's

A Complete Body

of Architecture,

described the qualities necessary
stronger the material the lime

in

to the

1

5

This

was

published

was made from,

was

for

1

inferior to

was

performed by a Scottish scientist, Joseph Black,

756, he

first

He stated

that the

example limestone, the stronger
limestone and shells

a widely accepted idea found

8th century and earlier. This theory

in

many sources

who proved

that lime obtained

6

that the lime be burnt from a sound, firm, weighty stone that had

been recently quarried. He wrote that limestone became weaker the longer

exposed

to air

and

lost the qualities

which made a strong

that limestone be burned for fifty hours

process, the stone would lose

5

Isaac Ware,

A

dating

discredited by an experiment

from chalk was equal to that of lime from limestone.

Ware advised

in

order to ensure good lime.

the lime. Chalk (finely ground limestone)
inferior to chalk.

first

fifty

in

Complete Body of Architecture

its

body weight.

reprint (England:

was

Ware recommended

lime.

order to turn to lime.

percent of

it

During the burning

7

Gregg

Quicklime could be

International

Publishers Limited, 1971), 79.
6

Harley J. McKee, Introduction to Early American

Trust for Historic Preservation, 1973), 66.
7
Ware, 80.

Masonry (Washington,

D.C.:

National

Chapter One

determined good

if

Weight was also a

In

Documentation

Historical

was white

it

in

color

and sounded when struck against

a stone.

factor, the lighter the better.

addition to Ware's suggestions, of particular interest

is

a

recommendation made

by Vitruvius relating to the slaking of lime that was to be used specifically

for

stucco work. Vitruvius wrote that the best lumps of lime should be used and
slaked "a good while"
consistency.

concealed

in

8

it

order to ensure that the lime

in

He advised that
would

stucco to be marred.

if

blister after

of the

is all

same

thoroughly slaked lime were not used, small
being applied causing the

smooth surface

bits

of the

9

As mentioned by Ware,

lime can be

made from

several materials including

limestone or marble, chalk or shells, with a high content of calcium carbonate

(CaC0 3 and/or magnesium carbonate (MgC0 3 ). The
)

depended on what was
high temperature

readily available.

(minimum 880°

The

material

material

is first

chosen
burned

The stone

after burning

or

magnesium oxide (MgO)

in

a kiln at a

and decompose

C) in order to evaporate the water

the carbon dioxide present. The loss of the carbon dioxide results

becoming calcium oxide (CaO)

traditionally

in

the material

referred to as quicklime.

weighs approximately 40 percent less than

its

weight

before burning.

Water

8

The Ten Books on Architecture, Translated by Morris Hickey Morgan.
Publications, Inc., 1960), 204.

Pollio Vitruvius,

(New York: Dover
9

Ibid.

is

then added to the quicklime during the process called

Chapter One

slaking.

Documentation

Historical

The

Ca(OH) 2

addition of the water produces

suitable for plastering.

The following diagram
Burnt

or slaked lime

which

is

illustrates the lime cycle:

in kiln

-

minimum

880° C
limestone, chalk or shells

= CaC0 3
•

M

J =
CaO
_

.

exposure to air,
C0 2 added from
the atmosphere

\

_

/ water added

//

\.
\^

.

Quicklime

in

process called
slaking

Ca(OH) 2 = slaked lime

The slaked lime can be used

in

lime putty/sand mix, and later

three forms:

in

lime putty, coarse stuff,

which was

the early 20th century hydrated lime which

The

putty that has been dried and ground to powder.

is

lime

lime acts as the binder and

the active ingredient responsible for the setting and hardening of the mixture.

a

is

The

properties of the binder determine to a large extent the characteristic qualities of a
plaster mix.

The physical and chemical properties

by the type of limestone from which
calcium lime as

it

is

limestones are high

composed
in

it

is

made.

of lime are determined primarily

Calcific limestone

largely of calcium carbonate, while dolomitic

magnesium carbonate.

The high magnesium content

dolomitic limes improves their working quality as a plaster.

10

Diehl,

produces high

36-37.

8

10

in

Chapter One

The binder
to

Historical

of historic mortars

and plasters

is

one of the most

examine and characterize. Due to the small

difficult

Documentation

components

size of the particles that

make up

the binders, techniques such as x-ray powder diffraction are often employed to help

determine the components of the binder. X-ray powder diffraction provides
information relating to the mineralogical content of the binder.

1.1.2 Aggregate

Ware acknowledged

that the type of sand selected for the mixing of mortar

must be

considered, although he did not differentiate between sands for mortars versus
plasters.

He recommended

washed clean by the

river

river

water.

thoroughly rinsed before use.
strong mortar

Ware wrote

"it

The aggregate
and

silica

was

sand over
Pit

pit

sand because

it

was

According to Ware, the proper choice of sand

should hurt the hands

sand that was yellowish

in color.

and plasters

is

usually sand

composed

primarily of quartz

with smaller amounts of mica, clay, feldspar, and other impurities. The

mix during and

after the setting process.

The sand

to ensure the stability

also serves to increase

the volume of the mixture and reduce shrinkage during water loss and set.

11

for a

when rubbed between them." 11

predominance of non-reactive materials such as quartz, helps
of the

having already been

sand could be used as long as

large, coarse, clean looking

of mortars

it

Ware, 84.

The

Chapter One

addition of

Historical

any

fine impurities carried into the mixture in the

strength of the plaster and

may cause

These impurities are what Ware was

addition, the particle

shape and grain

performance of the render. The
well graded or of

and

will

mixed

reduce the

masonry substrate.

when he recommended

particle

particle size.

size of the

using sand

weak

sand also play a key

role in the

shape should be angular or subangular and

This ensures an even distribution of aggregate

create a strong, compact plaster.

particles results in a

well

referring to

will

been rinsed clean.

that had

In

deterioration of the

sand

Documentation

A

very fine sand or rounded group of

plaster since the particles will not

fit

together forming a

compacted body.

The most pronounced

characteristic of sand

is

composition depending on the area from which
of organic impurities can

set time.

12

This has

the extremely wide variations

it

is

procured.

cause a considerable change

made

it

difficult to

in

in

Even a small amount

the strength of plaster and

create a standard for plastering procedures.

Testing procedures have been set forth by organizations such as the American

Society for Testing and Materials such as limiting the percentage of impurities and
creating certain limitations on the gradation of particles.

12

Diehl, 39.

13

Ibid.

10

13

Chapter One

The characterization
less

are

Documentation

Historical

of the aggregate of historic mortars

complex than that

two ways

of the binder.

and plasters

is

somewhat

Petrographic analysis and gravimetric analysis

which the composition of the aggregate can be determined.

in

Petrographic analysis employs the use of thin sections to examine the mortar or
plaster for mineral content

and structure of the components, while gravimetric

analysis provides information relating to aggregate color, size, and shape, and a

rough approximation of the binder to aggregate

1.1.3

ratio.

Water

With the exception of any additional additives, the
is

He wrote that the water used to mix the mortar must be clean since

for sand.

and other impurities
it

ingredient added to plaster

Ware's recommendations regarding water were similar to those he made

water.

water

final

would turn

strength.

left in

into

the water would

mud

in

Ware recommended

favorably, spring water.

The addition

of

Ware

weaken the mortar.

If

dirt

were

in

dirt

the

the mixture and cause the mortar to have no
first

clear

pond water, then

river

water and least

stated that hot water slaked lime better than cold.

water to the other components (lime and sand) activates the binder

and creates both a mechanical and chemical bond between the materials. The

amount

14

of water

added relates

to the workability of the paste, although the addition

Ware, 83.
11

Chapter One

of too

Historical

much water can reduce

the cohesive strength of the mixture and can also

produce excessive shrinkage during the
clean, in particular free of salts which

deterioration of the piaster or

Documentation

initial

drying stage.

may cause

masonry substrate.

15

The water should be

efflorescence and lead to the
In

the mixing of the quicklime

with water, the quicklime should be added to the water. Violent reactions can

occur when these two materials are mixed together causing the water temperature
to reach a boiling point.

16

1.1.4 Additives

addition to the lime and sand, there are additives that can produce a hydraulic

In

effect

air is

when added

to non-hydraulic lime.

This

called 'hydraulic set'

is

not needed during the setting period and the mixture can harden

Two examples

of the additives that

were used

are pulverized fuel or fly ash and finely
similar to hydraulic lime

in

traditionally to

powdered

brick dust.

in

produce
Natural

and means
water.

17

this reaction

cements

are

that they provide a quick set and harden underwater but

are of a slightly higher quality.

Natural

cements

are

made by

calcining a naturally

occurring mixture of calcareous and argillaceous materials at a temperature slightly

lower than that used for the sintering of lime.

,5

16

18

Diehl, 44.

Ashurst, 2.

17

Ibid, 6.
18

F.

M. Lea,

Company,

The Chemistry of Cement and Concrete, (New York: Chemical Publishing

Inc.,

1971), 12.

12
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Ware made reference

some people

to the use of additives in his

He

faulted the current

deal of water and then a

not necessary

as
in

in

which

Ware ascertained

that

mix" could be achieved just as easily by carefully selecting the

materials to be used and mixing
regard.

work as merely a way

explained a mix they believed to be superior.

this "superior

Documentation

if

little

them thoroughly, without being negligent

method when he wrote "Our people throw
labour does."

19

in either

in

a great

He summarized that additives were

the materials and workmanship were good. The use of additives,

recommended by other authors

in

the

1

8th and

1

9th centuries,

will

be discussed

the following section.

However,

earlier writings

by Vitruvius do support the use of additives. Depending

on the type of sand being used for a mortar, Vitruvius recommended adding one
third part burnt brick

composition.
properties

it

20

pounded up and

sifted to create a mortar of better

Although he did not attribute the use of brick dust for hydraulic

may have imparted

to the mixture, Vitruvius cited the

now well-known

use of pozzolana as a hydraulic additive which possessed the capability of causing
mortar to set underwater.

21

Palladio's

work was

also

checked

information relating to additives that impart a hydraulic effect.

19

20
'

for similar

Unlike other

Ware, 86.
Vitruvius, 45. Vitruvius

recommended

1

mix if using pit sand, but
mix with an additional one part

:3 (lime to aggregate)

sea sand was being used he recommended a
sifted burnt brick.
21
Ibid., 46-47.
river or

13

1

:2

if

a
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authors, Palladio did not attribute hydraulic properties to an additive but instead to

the stone from which the lime

stone" from the

of

hills

was made. He made

Padau which made an excellent lime that was

suited to exposed areas because
set very quickly.

literature

recommended

it

particularly

had the capability of hardening under water and

22

Brick dust has been located in

and the

reference to a "scaly rugged

samples from

all

three sites examined

in

search completed has been an attempt to determine

using brick dust or

if

the

workman

at

each

site

this thesis,

if

Jefferson

had some knowledge

as to the types of additives that would impart hydraulic properties to their plasters.

It

is

important to realize that the presence of brick dust does not

plaster

was

hydraulic

and type of brick or

in

tile

nature.

Many

of these additives,

that the

depending on the amount

dust used, only caused the material to be slightly stronger

or set faster but did not render the mixture capable of hardening

A

mean

underwater.

hydraulic plaster or mortar can also be achieved without the addition of any of

the above mentioned materials as additives. This

is

due

to certain clay impurities

that are part of the limestone before burning (oxides of silicon, aluminum, and iron)
or

found

in

The source
clays.

if

not thoroughly

of hydraulic lime

The burning process

^Andrea
Placzek,

the sand

Palladio,

is

washed (such as

limestone which naturally contains alkali-reactive

of the limestone

is

The Four Books of Architecture,

(New York: Dover

fine siliceous particles).

the

but the chemical reactions

reprint, with a

Publications Inc., 1965), 4.

14

same

foreword by Adolf

K.
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that take place during firing are

more complex.

to create a hydraulic set, organic substances

workability and strength of plasters.

23
In

Documentation

addition to the additives used

were also used

to increase the

These included blood, eggs,

milk, beer,

and

animal fat (tallow).

It

is

particularly difficult to precisely characterize the

lime plaster

due

to the

complex combinations

change over time making the
one of the

common

original

of

components

of a hydraulic

compounds, some

of

composition even more elusive.

which can

24

Brick dust,

ingredients used to create a hydraulic plaster, can be seen

thin section using a combination of transmitted

and reflected

presence of other components, such as impurities found

in

light.

in

However the

the limestone, are not as

easy to determine.

There are no standardized methods for analyzing and characterizing mortars and
plasters.

The techniques mentioned here

methods and do provide

23

a fairly

are

some

of the

more widely used

comprehensive analysis of the materials.

Ware, 86.

24

Morgan Phillips written summary from SPNEA - APT Conference on Mortar, Boston,
March 1973. APT Bulletin VI, no. 1 (1974): 9-34.
15
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18th and 19th Century Plastering Techniques

survey of mortars, plasters, renders and stuccos was completed for numerous

builders'

books published

builder's

books

in print

in

the late

supplied

little

1

8th and early

were

Many

9th centuries.

1

of the

information relating specifically to plastering,

but did offer recommendations for mortar mixes.

in

Documentation

A Complete Body of Architecture

The three most valuable books

written by Isaac Ware, published

London

in

1767, previously mentioned; John Haviland's second edition of The Practical

Builder's Assistant, published

Practical Masonry, Bricklaying

in

1830

in

Baltimore, Maryland; and Peter Nicholson's

and Plastering, published

additional sources also provided information

on plastering

Nicholson entitled Mechanical Exercises, published

in

Partington's The Builder's Complete Guide, published

As demonstrated
relating

included

more

in

London

in

-

1812
in

an
in

in

earlier

work by

London and

London

in

Two

1847.

C.

F.

1825.

the previous section. Ware's treatise offered information

specifically to the individual materials,

whereas the other works

more on the mixing and application techniques

of plasters

and mortars.

Haviland and Nicholson's later publication offered similar descriptions of plastering

techniques and definitions of terms relating to plastering. Nicholson's two works
differed in that the earlier

recommendations
great detail.

In

one dealt less with plastering but made some interesting

for mortar, while the later

addressed plastering techniques

in

Partington's book, a section on bricklaying included several mortar

16
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recipes that had been tested

two

finely sifted brick dust,

in

England.

One

Documentation

of these formulas called for

parts fine river sand screened and as

much

one part

slaked lime

as necessary.

After consulting several of these books,

1

8th century and early

1

it

became apparent

9th century there

place with mortar recipes.

was

many

Essentially,

quite a

bit

that during the late

of experimentation taking

of the authors of these

books agreed

on the basic principles but differed on issues such as the use of additives and
effectiveness.

was

Locating references

in

these sources regarding the use of brick dust

particularly interesting since Jefferson

made no mention
because he
discussed,

were

of

Ware wrote

good

owned

several of these books.

of the use of brick dust, while Nicholson advised against

felt its brittle

quality.

nature would

make

the plaster

that the use of additives

On

their

was

weak and

Haviland

it

As

imperfect.

not necessary

if

the materials

the other hand, one of the recipes Partington cited called

for its use.

John Haviland wrote one of the most detailed descriptions of the types of plastering
in his

1830

builder's

book

called

The Practical Builder's Assistant.

written after the construction of the sites being

was

living

and working through the

book seems to represent

late

examined

1700s and

early

in

it

was

this thesis, Haviland

1800s

in

typical plastering techniques of the early

17

Although

America and
1

800s.

this

Chapter One

Historical

Haviland listed several types of plastering including:

on bare walls;
ceiling, 3)

2)

1)

white lime and hair mortar on laths as

Documentation

white lime and hair mortar
in

partitioning

and

plain

renewing the insides of walls or double-partition walls, 4) rough-casting

on heart-laths,

5) plastering

on brickwork, with finishing mortar,

in

imitation of

stone work, 6) modeling and casting ornamental and plain moldings; 7) and making

and polishing the scagliola

for

columns

of

wood

or brick and their ante.

25

Haviland went on to describe the cements used by plasterers for inside work and

what he

referred to as the technical divisions of plasterers'

pricking up and screed.

works including

Included within the technical divisions

was

lathing,

the only exterior

plastering technique described by Haviland called rough-casting or rough-walling.

He described

this as

an exterior finish cheaper than stucco that was used on

cottages and farmhouses. The process of rough-casting involved
the wall to be plastered with a coat of lime and
"tolerably" dry, a

as possible.

workman

As

second coat was

quickly as the

25

John Haviland,
Ibid.,

first

laid

A

hair.

When

this

first

coat

pricking-up

was

on using the same materials but as smooth

workman

followed behind spattering the

coats then dried together.

26

26

new

applied this second coat, a second
plaster with rough-cast.

The two

27

Practical Builder's Assistant (Baltimore:

223.

"Ibid.

18

F.

Lucas,

Jr.,

1830), 217.
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The rough-cast was composed of
mixed with pure lime and water
mixture

was thrown from

the

until

pail

threw the rough-cast using the

fine gravel

it

in

of

reached a semi-fluid consistency. This

float with

both color and texture.

impurities and

all

on to the wall with a wooden

colored the plaster with a brush dipped

appearance

washed clean

Documentation

in

float.

The

plasterer

one hand, and with the other brushed and
rough-cast.

This provided a uniform

28

Haviland also described a technique he referred to as rendering and set or rendering,
floating

and

set.

This type of plastering

stone and required no lathing.
hair,

was

applied directly to walls of brick or

Rendering referred to the

first

coat

made

of lime and

and set referred to the second coat applied to the rendering. The set was

considered the superficial coat of fine stuff or putty.

1

.3

In

Jefferson's Knowledge of Renders

addition to checking the construction correspondence of Poplar Forest,

Monticello, the University of Virginia, and Jefferson's farm book, the

correspondence from several of Jefferson's contemporaries was also searched
plaster references.

These include William Thornton, Robert

Benjamin Henry Latrobe, and Charles Willson Peale.

In addition,

and builders' books owned by Jefferson were examined.

28

Ibid.,
29

Ibid.,

224.
222.

19

Mills,

for

Charles Bulfinch,
the architectural

Chapter One

1.3.1

Historical

Correspondence

Jefferson's correspondence revealed

may have recommended
to plastering

work

in

proportions he

farm book:

2/3 lime,

&

little

for a render.

information regarding the ingredients he

Most

of the references in his letters related

progress, not specific recipes.

accounts can be found

his

Documentation

in

One

Jefferson's farm book where he

recommended

for mortar.

from

lists

the ingredients and

He recorded the following statement

"the inside mortar being half lime

the walls grouted,

more detailed

of the

my own

&

&

half sand,

experience."

30

in

the outside mortar

Any

references

made

to render that are site specific (Poplar Forest, University of Virginia, Barboursville)

will

be discussed

in

Chapter Two.

Several references were
Virginia to

1

800

made

in

the construction history of the University of

Roman cement. Roman cement was

to describe

cements (hydraulic

that possessed hydraulic properties.
quality of the

little

a

term that began being used circa

limes) with a distinctive pinkish-brown color

This type of

cement was

cements used by the Romans. The material set very

time as thirty minutes, and

imitation of stone work.

31
It

was

quickly, in as

often used as an external rendering

appears from a

letter

Robert C. Baron, ed., The Garden and Farm Books of
Fulcrum, 1987), 353.

Colorado:
31

said to equal the

Ashurst, 8.

20

in

Jefferson wrote to William

Thomas Jefferson

(Golden,

Chapter One

Coffee
letter,

in

Documentation
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1819

dated

that he

May

character of the

was

just learning the specifics regarding the

cement.

In

the

15, 1819, Jefferson thanked Coffee for explaining the nature and

Roman cement and

including instructions for

its

Jefferson

use.

asked Coffee to send him as many barrels of the cement as he could, as Jefferson

wanted

1

.3.2

Among

to try

it

on one of

his cisterns at Monticello.

32

Architectural Library

the architectural books

owned by

plastering techniques and recipes.

Jefferson only a

A Complete Body

Books of Architecture,

Four Books on Architecture and interestingly a copy of John Smeaton's

Narrative of the Building

Lighthouse.
additives

dealt directly with

These books include Ware's

Architecture, The Builder's Dictionary, Vitruvius' The Ten
Palladio's

few

in

23

and a Description of

the Construction of Eddystone

Of these authors, Vitruvius and Smeaton documented the use of

plasters.

The Builder's Dictionary divides plasterwork

into basically

two

kinds called ceiling

and rendered work. Ceiling was lathed and plastered work while rendered work

was

of

two

sorts,

upon

brick walls or in the partitions

between rooms.

34

Ware's

book has been discussed previously and would have provided Jefferson with the

32
33

Thomas

Jefferson to William Coffee.

15

May 1819. Massachusetts

Historical Society.

O'Neal. Jefferson's Fine Arts Library.

The Builder's Dictionary or Gentleman and Architect's Companion
Association for Preservation Technology, 1982).

D.C.:

21

(reprint,

Washington

of

Chapter One

essential

Historical

knowledge

for the ingredients

needed

for plaster,

Documentation

as did the works written

by Vitruvius and Palladio.

Smeaton's work on the construction of the Eddystone Lighthouse was an

John Smeaton was a

interesting addition to Jefferson's library.

civil

engineer

who

began experimenting with different mixes of hydraulic and non-hydraulic lime and
additives

in

an attempt to determine a composition for what he called water-

cements. Water-cement referred to mortar that was capable of hardening

underwater

(i.e.

Chapter IV

in his

hydraulic mortar).

Narrative of the Building

and a

Eddystone Lighthouse describes each mix he

Description of the Construction of

tried

and the results of his

experiments. Smeaton began with the standard composition that

was

generally

used when constructing waterworks which consisted of "two measures of

quenched

or slaked lime (in the dry

powder) mixed with one measure of Dutch

Tarras, both very well beat together to the consistence of a paste using as

water as possible."

Smeaton began
to confirm

little

35

investigating the individual

components

of the mortar in an attempt

what he had learned from masons. This included testing such things as

35

John Smeaton, A Narrative of the Building and a Description of the Construction of the
Eddystone Lighthouse with Stone, (London, 1793), 102.

22
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the use of fresh water versus salt water for mixing and whether or not making the
lime from a soft or hard limestone mattered.

Since Smeaton found that both tarras and pozzolana were similar

in

terms of

their

porosity and ability to harden under water, and also as substances having passed

through "the

fire",

he decided to try experiments using several porous substances

some

that appeared to have
cinders, brick and

tile

dust.

similarity.

36

These included pumice stone, coal

He found that these materials possessed an absorbent

and reactive property which caused the mortar made with them to set more quickly
than

when made with

only a sand and lime mix.

these additives were immersed

in

37

However, when mortars with

water, they did not appear to resist dissolving any

more then the same lime would do with common sand. Smeaton considered these
additives useful for a quicker set time but not as hydraulic components.

Smeaton eventually decided on

using equal parts of lime (made from Blue Lyas

limestone) and pozzolana imported from
for Eddystone,

" in

England so

he

was

this

intent

on finding a substitute that would be available

kingdom that we might be

materials for water building within ourselves."

36

Pozzolana

trass

-

-

Dutch Tarras because
Smeaton, 111.
Ibid.,

in

it

and found

in

possession of

all

in

the best

38

Romans to create hydraulic mortars. Tarras or
rock form along the Rhine River. Referred to as

volcanic material used by the

similar to pozzolana

was imported from

Holland.

37

38

Although Smeaton used pozzolana

Italy.

114.

23
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Contemporaries

some

Jefferson's contemporaries also provided

insight into

1

9th century plastering

techniques and additives that could be used for plaster and mortar mixes.
Particularly

worth mentioning

is

American Philosophical Society

an
in

Benjamin Henry Latrobe wrote

article

1809.

In

for the

this article, Latrobe provided a detailed

account of the positive and negative aspects of using additives

in

non-hydraulic lime

to achieve a hydraulic effect.

Latrobe advised against the use of brick dust
principle that

if

bricks that

in

mortar mixes primarily on the

had not been well burnt were used, the material would

continue to contract after the mixing of the plaster.

dangerous

areas subject to freezing temperatures.

in

from Latrobe's

article

This would be especially
39

The following quote taken

elaborates on this thought:

have also seen brick dust employed by engineers and architects
have personally known, and have employed it myself; but do
not recollect a single instance of the cement in which it has been
used having resisted the effect of moisture and frost. ... Bricks not
sufficiently burned are always destroyed by frost.
The effects of
frost on the natural clay of the earth is well known, it renders our
roads almost impassable in spring. It seems therefore, to plain sense,
a conclusive argument against the use of this material in cements,
that wherever we see it present in any natural or artificial production,
I

whom

its
39

I

dissolution by frost

I

is

certain.

40

B. Henry
Committee

Benjamin Henry Latrobe, "Observations on the foregoing communications, by

Latrobe, Surveyor of the public buildings of the United States, and one of the

whom

it

was

referred by the Society."

American Philosophical Society Transactions 6

(1809), 384-391.
40
Ibid.

24
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However, Latrobe went on
he supposed

solid brick,

for a

it

to explain that

was

as good as sand.

between hardened clay and

than that of lime mixed with sand.
brick dust as follows:
brick dust

I

41

was hardened and became

a

Latrobe acknowledged a need

chemical investigation to be completed that would help to determine the

relationship

is,

the clay

if

Documentation

is

so

"if

such an

by

affinity

its

does

was

better

exist,

which

will

I

not deny, such

an ingredient of cements, to sand.

But

it

other quality of infinite contractibility and

own recommendations which

good clean sand and lime made from stone
lime.

after mixing,

it

be "drowned"
into a pit

that combination

42

Latrobe went on to include his

one part

if

Latrobe concluded his discussion on the issue of

far superior in quality, as

think, far counterbalanced

expansion."

lime and

He

if

this

would never
in

where

Latrobe also

felt

in

compound was
fail.

should stay

if

use of

the proportion of three parts sand to

well

mixed and worked and

laid

soon

Latrobe's recommendations called for the lime to

water during the slaking process and "the
it

called for the

necessary

for a

recommended adding substances

whole winter

Ibid.

42
Ibid.

43
Ibid.

25

or

strained and run

more."

43

containing a quantity of carbon such

as skim-milk, whey, molasses, sugar, vinegar, and beer.

41

fluid

As explained by

Latrobe,
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these substances by giving their carbon to the lime, would convert the cement into
a "calcareous

sand stone"

more expeditious manner, than by any process

in a

dependent upon attraction from the atmosphere. He noted that
oil,

in

the past blood,

and curds had been recommended, but the animal and vegetable mucilage they

contained

was harmful

to the durability of the cement.

Whether Jefferson read

this article is not

44

known, but he may have been aware of

Latrobe's opinions from working with him on the design for the United States
Capitol building.

A

letter written

by Jefferson

in

1800

(cited in the following

paragraphs) indicates that Jefferson respected Latrobe's opinions on the subject of
exterior plastering

subject

was

and

tried to

contact Latrobe

when information

regarding this

directed to him.

Another interesting piece of correspondence was a request that came to Jefferson
from James Madison

in April

of

1

800. Madison asked Jefferson

if

he knew of any

composition for encrusting brick that would stand the weather and more specifically

what was thought of common plaster
with sand.

Madison was interested

in

thickly painted with white lead overspread

dressing the columns of his portico at

Montpelier and wanted to lessen the risk of experiment.

45

44
Ibid.

45

James Madison to Thomas Jefferson, 4 April 1800, The Papers of James Madison,
Volume 17, ed. David B. Mattern (Charlottesville, Virginia: University Press of Virginia,

1991).
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Jefferson replied that he had wanted to consult Latrobe on the matter but had not

been able to do so. Instead Jefferson corresponded with Hamilton of the

Woodlands

in

Philadelphia

who

he claimed had

skill

and experience

in

the subject.

Hamilton replied to Jefferson that regular plaster would not do, and that he
[Hamilton]

whitewashed

his brickwork.

46

Jefferson then described brick columns covered with stucco that had been

completed under the direction of Palladio. Jefferson
of the

houses

Madison that three fourths

were covered with stucco and as they were

Paris

in

told

in

excellent

condition and had a "mountain" of plaster of Paris adjoining the town, he
that

was what they

knife blade"

It

is

on

used.

brick.

recommended

a coating "the thickness of a

47

not possible to determine from the correspondence that exists Jefferson's true

knowledge of

plasters.

correspondence and
it

Jefferson

assumed

seems safe

to

It

is

only possible to

his architectural library.

assume

that he

was

document what

Due

to the

familiar with the

is left

from

his

books owned by Jefferson

recommendations

for mortars

and plasters written by Vitruvius, Palladio, and Ware.

46

Thomas

Volume

Jefferson to

17, ed.

David

James Madison, 12 May 1800, The Papers of James Madison,

B.

Mattern (Charlottesville, Virginia:

1991).
47

Ibid.
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University Press of Virginia,

Chapter

Two

The Use of Renders

at Poplar Forest,

University of Virginia and Barboursville

2.1

Poplar Forest

Poplar Forest

was designed by Thomas

villa retreat.

home, Monticello. Poplar Forest came

Martha Wayles Skelton, who

inherited the property

to Jefferson through his wife,

from her father

in

that time the plantation consisted of almost five thousand acres and
primarily for

in

first visited

office in

1

805

the property

others occasionally,

absent friends."
"he found

in

1

1773,

it

was

making plans

806 and continued

was used

not until Jefferson's

for the site.

for the

49

next seventeen

in

50

am

in

the solitude of a hermit, and quite at leisure to attend

home,

rest, leisure,

-

A

power

to carry

on

his favorite pursuits-

Masterpiece Rediscovered,"

Virginia

112.

49
Ibid.

50

Thomas

my

His granddaughter, Ellen, later remarked that at Poplar Forest

a pleasant

3. (1993),

keep some books here, bring

"fixed myself comfortably,

McDonald, Travis. C, "Poplar Forest

42, no.

At

Jefferson visited the site several times a year during construction, and by

1811 wrote that he had

48

in

that he began

Construction of the house began
years.

1773.

wheat and tobacco production.

Although Jefferson

second term

The

Bedford County, approximately 90 miles south of Jefferson's

site is located in

Charlottesville

Jefferson and used as a

Jefferson to Benjamin Rush, 17 August

28

1

81

1

.

Library of Congress.

Cavalcade
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to think, to study, to read-whilst the presence of part of his family took

of Renders

away

all

character of solitude from his retreat."

Jefferson's last

When

visit to

Jefferson died

in

Poplar Forest

1

and his wife. Five years

was

in

823, three years before

1

826, the property passed to
later,

Eppes sold the

grandson, Francis Eppes

his

site to a neighbor, William

1841, Emily Cobbs, the daughter of William Cobbs married Edward
the property stayed

more times

until

it

in

the Hutter family

was purchased by

until

his death.

1

Cobbs.

S. Hutter

In

and

946. The house changed hands two

the current owner, the Corporation for

Jefferson's Poplar Forest.

The construction

of Poplar Forest

is

documented through

Jefferson during the structure's building period.

was marked by

a large earthen

lawn south of the house.

mound.

In

Ellen R. Coolidge to

Thomas

in

trees.

mound created from

shape, flanked on the east and

The end
soil

of

each row of trees

removed from the terraced

octagonal brick privies were

built,

one beyond each

1814, the double row of trees on the east side was replaced by a row

of offices similar to the

51

Two

by

Poplar Forest, as designed by

Jefferson, consisted of the main house, octagonal

west sides by a double row of Paper Mulberry

letters written

ones Jefferson had

Henry

S. Randall,

1

built at Monticello.

856, published

Jefferson, 342.

29

in

Henry

S. Randall, Life

of
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The house was constructed of brick and was designed as an
with an interior of octagonal rooms set around a central

The central room was a two story dining room
appeared to be one story

in

was

overall octagonal

20 foot cube

form

(Figure 1).

by a skylight. The main facade

height which provided a surprise

two-story central dining room. This
fashionable French houses

lit

of Renders

when one

a concept Jefferson had seen

entered the
in

several

in Paris.

Figure 1
Reconstructed floor plan of Poplar Forest showing the house as built.
Chambers, Poplar Forest and Thomas Jefferson (Tim Buehler, delineator, 1991).

30
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The north and south elevations were marked by porticos
columns with brick bases, capitals and shafts
exterior

(Figure 2).

each made up of four

These were the only

elements that were plastered.

Drawing of south elevation as

Figure 2

Forest and

it

originally

appeared. Chambers, Poplar

Thomas Jefferson (drawing by Mesick-Cohen-Waite-Architects, 1992).

clear that the design for Poplar Forest

draws from many sources. Poplar Forest

It

is

is

considered "a clear architectural expression of what

build for his

own

pleasure."

apparent beginning with

52

some

The Corporation

Structure Report

-

Thomas

Jefferson wanted to

Jefferson's fascination with octagonal designs
of his earliest sketches

Octagonal designs can be located

52

-

of Renders

in

done

English architectural

in

the

1

760s.

handbooks by James

for Jefferson's Poplar Forest, from Selected Portions from Historic
Poplar Forest - Main House, 1 992, 9.
31

is
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Gibbs, Robert Morris, and William Kent.

octagonal shaped rooms
Minister to France.

Jefferson also admired the use of

French hotels while he

in

Renders

of

was

Paris serving as the

in

53

Although Jefferson was familiar with designs by Palladio, Palladio's work does not
include octagonal forms.

Forest

in

Palladio's influence

is

evident

the design of Poplar

in

the classical proportions and details and the relationship

service buildings and main house, as well as

octagonal plan can be located

purchased by Jefferson

in

1

inspiration for Poplar Forest.

Relevant to this thesis

is

in

a

in

the landscape.

54

between the

A

similar

garden book by Wilhelm Gottlieb Becker

805. The design

in this

book may have served as an

55

the role plasters played at Poplar Forest.

Specific

construction information relating to plasters has been searched and reported here.

Two
for

of Jefferson's workers,

most

of the brickwork

Poplar Forest

in

Hugh Chisolm and

1

805

to begin the preparations for building.

included choosing a brickmaking site.

"McDonald, Travis C,

John, were responsible

and plastering at Poplar Forest. Chisolm was sent to

September

foundation of the house

his brother,

was

Virginia

It

was

actually laid.

not until June of

1

806

This

that the

56

Cavalcade 42, no.

3.

(1993), 115.

54
Ibid.
55
Ibid.
36

Chambers, Jr., Poplar Forest and Thomas Jefferson
Church Publishers, Inc., 1993), 36.
S. Allen

32

(Little

Compton,

Rl:

Fort
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Correspondence does exist documenting the construction of the north and south

Hugh Chisolm describes the work completed

portico columns.
early

summer

of

1

808

in

a letter he wrote to Jefferson.

The

during the spring and

letter

reads as follows:

wish to inform you, how we are coming on with our work at
We have burnt the bricks, and a finer kiln never burnt in
my life, it contains seventy five thousand. We made the bricks for
thought it would
the basis [bases] and capts. of the columns as
make a better job than to have them of wood. We are at this time
When the starways
[stairways]
starways
running
the
[stairways] are done, mean to run the columns next.
It

is

my

this place.

I

I

I

In this letter

rather than
for the

Chisolm stated that he decided to make the bases and capitals of brick

wood.

It

seems

unlikely that Jefferson

bases and capitals when the shafts were to be made of

used for the columns at Poplar Forest

chosen

this order

due

to

its

is

was

not

fit

brick.

the Tuscan order. Jefferson

The order

may have

simplicity and ease of execution, although he

quoted as saying, "the Tuscan order was too plain
but

would have recommended wood

for a dwelling

House."

58

- it

would do

The Tuscan order was

was

later

for your barns, etc.,

also

used

in

the

design of Barboursville.

As the columns stand today, they
published source Jefferson

is

are not correctly proportioned according to any

known

to

have owned. Of the sources owned by

Jefferson, the proportional relationship conforms most closely with

The Architecture of A. Palladio;

57
Ibid.,
58

in

Four Books published

in

London

Giacomo
in

Leoni's

1715.

47.

Chambers, 48. Isaac Coles to John Hartwell Cocke, February 23, 1816, Cocke Family

Papers.

33
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Jefferson did use this source for the exterior columns of the Doric order at

However, the diameters of the columns are too narrow

Monticello.

for their height

and only with a thicker coat of render would they meet the dimensions noted
Leoni's Pa/ladio.

in

59

Aside from the rendering of the columns, plaster

The majority of the references

to plaster

in

was

also used for interior spaces.

Jefferson's correspondence are very

general and pertained primarily to rooms that were being plastered or next

scheduled to be plastered. There were no specific references made to recipes with
the exception of a mortar recipe located

The most
in

for a

1812

wagon

were brought

A chimney

fire

The accounts

Ibid.,

60

in

for

it

interior.

express.

60

This

much

tells

wagon

returning from

us that both the sand and lime

of the interior of the

site.

house on November 21, 1845.

of the fire are few, but an article written in

1

928 noted

that "Mr.

Thomas

Jefferson,

48-49.

Thomas

Henry

located

The preparations included sending

from Lynchburg and not located on the

destroyed

was

which Jefferson wrote that preparation should be

load of lime and having the sand brought by the

Lynchburg or sending

59

in

Chisolm to begin plastering the

for

Jefferson's farm book.

specific information regarding the plastering at Poplar Forest

a letter written in

made

in

E.

Jefferson to Mr. Goodman, 18 October 1812.
Huntington Library, San Marino, California.

34

Papers of
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once restored the house, completing

which distinguish the new details from the

it

in

1

846, but there are changes

chimneys, and

originals, the walls,

columns, however, survived unaltered and unharmed." This information
confirmed by a
including the

member

who

columns North and South were not

completed during the
original

of the Hutter family

last

few years has

and did indeed survive the

the months following the

Today the columns
plaster applied in

render remains.

1

fire,

fire.

The

is

Physical investigation

also confirmed that the

columns are

During the reconstruction of the house

work during the restoration

of the site.

being removed and reveals that very

original

also

"The brick work

recalled that

hurt".

was

in

both the north and south columns were replastered.

are undergoing

845

of Renders

render

seems

to

little

have been applied

in

The

of the original

one coat. The

thickness varies depending on the evenness of the brickwork, meaning more render

was

applied in areas

where the bricks were

smooth continuous surface. Analysis
Welsh indicated that the

The information

original render

all

recessed

of the renders

was

available regarding plaster

through careful review of

slightly

completed

work

35

in

1994 by Frank

at Poplar Forest is limited but

one can begin

surviving evidence and determine the role plasters played

site.

order to create one

not painted.

available materials

construction and the history of the

in

in

to interpret the

the original

S.
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University of Virginia

The University

1817 and

1

of Virginia

828.

was designed by Thomas

become

1

it

a Trustee to Albemarle

Albemarle

Jefferson and

built

between

For decades prior to this Jefferson had hopes of establishing a

public educational system, but

plan.

of Renders

Academy was

803 but never put

was

Academy

until

1814 when he was nominated

Jefferson

Academy

to

that he had an opportunity to act on his

a secondary school which had been chartered

into operation.

the institution from Albemarle

not

was

in

favor of changing the

to Central College.

61

In

in

name

of

1816, the Virginia

General Assembly designated Central College as one of the schools

in

the state

system.

Several years later,

in

university in Virginia.

become the

February of 1818, the State Senate voted to establish a
Jefferson campaigned to ensure that Central College would
62

University of Virginia.

Almost a year

charter establishing the University of Virginia

The

site

a

was

a field located

one

and approximately three miles west of Monticello. The

west of

land

was purchased from John M.

Charlottesville

on January 25, 1819,

was passed.

selected for the construction of Central College

mile

61

later,

Perry,

who

later

worked on the construction

of

Sherwood and Joseph Michael Lasala. "Education and Architecture." Edited by
Richard Guy Wilson. Thomas Jefferson's Academical Village: The Creation of an
Architectural Masterpiece (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1993), 13.
Patricia C.

62

Ibid.,

22.

36
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the University as a master brickmason and had previously

worked

of

Renders

at Monticello

and

Poplar Forest.

In

the early

1

800s most schools

or colleges

were housed

in

one large

building.

Jefferson considered this arrangement unsightly, inconvenient and even dangerous
in

the event of

fire

or infection.

63

Instead, he designed a

smaller structures connected by covered

complex made up

of

walkways and placed around an open

square of grass and trees. Jefferson stated "In fact an University should not be an

house but
together.

a village."

work

His design allowed students and faculty to live and

The "academical

village" as

it

is

plan with five pavilions located along the east and

heading the U on the north end (Figure

3).

U-shaped

called, consists primarily of a

All of

west sides and the Rotunda

the buildings are linked together

by colonnades.

Figure 3

Engraving of the University of Virginia published

Chambers, Poplar Forest and Thomas Jefferson
63

Ibid.,

11

37

in

London

(Virginia State Library

in

&

1831,

Archives).
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The construction history

of the University

is

lengthy and complex.

Renders

of

This section

will

be limited to specifics related to plasters and mortars, as well as anything pertinent
to Pavilion VIM

where the sample was removed.

The impact of the construction of the university was so great that the
force alone could not begin the complete the task.

were placed

in

newspapers

This brought

in

many workmen,

workmen coming from

in

Advertisements

Staunton, Richmond and Philadelphia
including

20 from

Philadelphia.

local

workmen

for

in

work

1819.

64

There were also

countries abroad, including Northern Ireland, England and

65
Italy.

One

of these

workmen was James Dinsmore (1770

-

1830),

from Northern Ireland. He became a naturalized citizen

was

hired by Jefferson that

on the

site

same

in

Philadelphia

year to work at Monticello.

as a master carpenter and

was

who came

66

to

in

America

1798 and

Dinsmore worked

responsible for making building elements

used at Poplar Forest. He also worked at James Madison's home, Montpelier, and

was recommended
building

(it

is

not

to Latrobe by Jefferson for

known

if

work

at the United States Capitol

Dinsmore actually worked on the

d4

Capitol).

K. Edward Lay, "Jefferson's Master Builders," University of Virginia Alumni
(October 1991), 16.
65
Ibid.
Ibid
Ibid.,

17.

38

News
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Dinsmore was the
dormitories.

He

principal

also

master carpenter

worked with John Neilson (another

builders also from Northern Ireland) on the

John M.

was

Perry,

for Pavilions

who was

the previous

III,

V,

VIII,

of Renders

and fourteen

of Jefferson's principal

Rotunda and Anatomical Theater.

owner

of the land

on which the University

constructed, and Abiah Thorn were contracted to complete the brickwork for

Pavilion VIII.

Rotunda and

67

all

Perry worked on
pavilions.

1

many

He was

of the University buildings including the

also the principal carpenter for the

first

building constructed, Pavilion VII.

In

1817 Irishman Joseph Antrim submitted

Central College.

room

dining

Antrim had worked

at Poplar Forest.

a proposal for the plastering

for Jefferson in past

His proposal for plaster

accepted and he was eventually responsible for the

Rotunda and

work

all

Rotunda.

67

for the plaster

and had plastered the

work

at Central College

interior plaster

work

18.

Frank

E.

was

at the

columns

at

the pavilions.

68

His earnings included up to

and stucco work at the pavilions and $2,177.81 for the

69

Ibid.,

at

of the pavilions, hotels, and dormitories, along with the exterior

of the stuccoed brick

$588.53

work

Grizzard,

University of Virginia

"Documentary History of the Construction of the Buildings at the
1818-1828" (Ph.D. diss., University of Virginia, 1996), 36.

69
Ibid.

39
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During the early planning stage, Jefferson consulted several of his peers regarding

designs for the college.
architect of the Capitol

One
in

of the first people he contacted

Washington.

In

was

William Thornton,

Jefferson's letter to Thornton he

requested that Thornton draw a few sketches of pavilions for him. Thornton

responded quickly with not only sketches but recommendations for the plastering of
the columns as well.

His sketches influenced the design of Pavilion VII.

Thornton noted that brick columns could be made
plastered over
in this

in

way most

the imitation of freestone.
beautifully, as

Vernon, where they have stood
fissure."

70

He wrote

As he

have seen done

I

1

2 years,

&

in

I

manner and then

the roughest

stated,

"Columns can be made

at Mr. Lewis's, near

did not find a single crack or

Thornton goes on to describe the plastering technique

that the bricks are

made

Mount

specifically for the use in

in

more

detail.

columns and the

brickwork completely saturated with water before plastering. This was to keep the
plaster from drying too rapidly and also increased the strength of the

the plaster and brick.

He recommend the mortar used should not be

and should be composed of two thirds sharp well washed
third well slaked lime.

Forge-water.
dissolving

In

"some

Ibid.,

on fresh

white sand, and one

the mix of the plaster used to imitate ashlar, he
vitrial

laid

Thornton advocated mixing the ingredients with Smith's

of Iron" in the water

quality of the mortar and also give

70

fine

bond between

it

which would increase the binding

a "fine yellow color".

15.

40

recommended

He claimed that
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Jefferson would find this plaster both "beautiful and cheap".

Thornton refers to

is

made up

actually ferrous sulfate

71

The

vitrial

of iron

of iron, sulfur, oxygen, and

water.

Thornton also wrote that the capitals and bases of the columns should be made of
freestone or

artificial

stone

(a fired

ceramic product) which could be purchased very

inexpensively from Coade's Manufactory

amount

small

of fine white

This

London

made

or

sand and a solution of alkaline

had tried this method and found
stone.

in

it

of pipe clay with a

salt.

Thornton himself

successful for making a very good

artificial

72

was one

A

period.

of the

most detailed

letters describing ingredients for plaster of the

year and a half later Thornton

still

had not heard a reply from Jefferson

and wrote:

have never been honoured with a line from you since your favor of
the 9th. of May 1817. which answered on the 27th. relative to the
College about to be established in your Vicinity.
am in hopes my
Letter reached you, not so much from any advantage it could possibly
offer you, as to show my desire to fulfill to the utmost of my ability
every wish with which you have honored me. am in hopes that your
long silence may arise more from your retirement from active life,
than from any disinclination to preserve my name in the list of your
friendship for it has been almost the only consolation of my life that
73
have been honored with the friendship of the good & great.
I

I

I

I

I

71

Ibid.
72

Ibid
73

Ibid.
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Although a reply to
consideration

some

colonnades are

this letter

has not been located, Jefferson

of Thornton's ideas.

built of brick

may have taken

originally

into

The columns of the pavilions and

shafts with stone bases and capitals.

It

possible from examination and analysis of the render applied to the

may have

of Renders

been treated as an exposed

seems

columns that

it

finish in imitation of stone,

matching the stone bases and capitals of the columns (see Cross Section and Thin
Section Examinations

in

Chapter Three).

At least one source, John H.
university only a

few years

B. Latrobe,

noted the deteriorated condition of the

after its completion

when he wrote:

The whole has

a shabby genteel look and is already showing marks
by time on its frail materials. The columns are of stucco, some of
the capitals and bases of wood, others imported at immense expense
from Italy to be joined to brick and plaster. The mortar is peeling off
in many places, showing the red bricks underneath.
The wood is
74
yawning, with wide, long splits.
left

The white stucco may have been
look of the columns.

marble imported from

The

a later addition used to cover

capitals of the

Italy,

columns

and improve the

of Pavilion VIM are built of Carrara

while the bases and capitals of the colonnade columns

are constructed of a local quartzitic sandstone with

some amount

of iron present.

75

74

Ibid., 365.
"Analysis of the composition of

this

sandstone

Virginia.

42

is

currently

underway by the University

of

Chapter
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of Renders

Shortly after writing to Thornton, Jefferson wrote a similar request to Benjamin

Henry Latrobe. One of Latrobe's designs was adopted

for Pavilion VIII (Figure 4).

Each pavilion was based on a classical model. The model selected

was

the Corinthian order of the Baths of Diocletian from Chambray.

Figure 4
Latrobe's drawing of Pavilion
Mr. Jefferson Architect, 1 973.

Definitive dates for initiation

building of the pavilions

was

being erected at one time.
pavilions

76

Philip

York:

for this pavilion

were completed.

VIII,

as published

and construction of Pavilion

in

VIII

Guiness and Sadler's,

remain elusive. The

a continuous process with several of the pavilions

One source noted

that by October 7,

1

822

all

ten

76

Alexander Bruce, History of the University of Virginia 1818-1819; Volume

The Macmillan Company, 1920), 251.

43
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(New
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Several references regarding materials used

in

mortars and plasters are

construction documents of the University of Virginia, although
difficult to

determine the building the writer

is

referring to.

In

it

is

one

wrote to inquire about the prices of brickworkers from Richmond.

of Renders

made

in

the

sometimes
letter

In

Jefferson

that letter

Jefferson went on to describe the type of brickwork needed at the University and

added a postscript

at the

lime 9. or 10. miles."

An

bottom of the

visit to

member

read "sand

is

2. miles off

and

77

interesting observation

his father,

letter that

was recorded

in a letter

of the Board of Visitors, in

from John Hartwell Cocke,

August of 1819

the brickyard as his father had requested him to do.

In

after he

the

Jr. to

had made a

letter,

Cocke

describes the method of making bricks at the University, as well as included the
following description of the making of mortar.
their mortar as we do with Oxen but with
spade, and make it in large piles and cover it with planks a day before
they use it, the hole is near the branch and they always have a good

They do not make up

deal of water

In

knew very

addition to the

one which cited

77

it.

the letter, Cocke apologized to his father

adding that he

In

78
in

little

Ibid.,

the description

was

not satisfactory,

about brickmaking.

few references made regarding

a recipe for mortar.

In

plasters and mortars, there

1823, Abiah Thorn and Nathaniel

Grizzard, 37.

78

if

117.

44

was
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Chamberlain were contracted

They agreed "the walls
course

if

for the

brickwork

to be solidly grouted from

deemed necessary by the

and two thirds good sharp sand".

in

bottom to Top and

work the mortar

Richmond, sent

five

summer

to be

of

made

of a third lime

1821 when Andrew

Along with the casks. Smith

included a one page printed sheet of instructions for making

has survived. The directions cited the uses of

in

Roman cement which

Roman cement which

included

sewers, and stucco for every kind of brick and stone work,

which strength was required, and wet or damp were to be excluded.

The

instruction sheet described the

cement when used as

mixed

equal quantities of the

into a thick paste

possible.

work

Ibid.,

Ibid.,

sharp sand.

It

was

and applied to a wall that had been kept as wet as

after

gallon of water and four

79

a clean, dry

The stucco was

Lime was not to be used with the cement. The cement could be colored

to imitate stone

80

cement with

80

a stucco for facing brick

fronts as having an appearance and durability equal to stone work.

made by mixing

every

casks of 'Roman Cement' to the

university proctor, Arthur Spicer Brockenbrough.

cisterns, drains, docks,

in

library.

79

interesting transaction took place during the

Smith, a salesman

the construction of the

Proctor with cement of a fourth lime and three

fourth good pure sand, for the out side

An

in

of Renders

it

was

ounces

dry by coating

of copperas.

181.
452.

45

it

with a mix

composed

of

one

The copperas has the same chemical
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Two

The Use

composition as the

vitrial

of Iron

green crystalline water soluble
pigments, and photography.
lime and

cement

or

umber

81

recommended by Thornton. Copperas

solid

proctor, wrote to William

In

82
It

has not been determined

solicitation of plasterers

Plasterers' Prices.

and where

this

and prices for the

Among

was the rough

the types of plastering work Brockenbrough
casting of brick columns of various orders and
a

copy

of the Philadelphia

Master

83

Pavilion VIM today serves its original function housing classrooms

floor

if

1821 Arthur Spicer Brockenbrough, the University

Evans supplied Brockenbrough with

sizes.

fertilizers, inks,

Thackara and Edward Evans requesting information

regarding plastering prices.

requested prices for

the manufacture of

at the university.

Records also exist documenting the
university construction.

in

a bluish-

This mix could be colored differently by adding fresh

or ochre.

cement may have been used

used

is

of Renders

and faculty quarters on the upper

floor.

on the main

The shorter columns

of the colonnade

near Pavilion VIM are currently undergoing a physical analysis as they are

experiencing moisture problems which are causing the paint to peel and crack.

81

82
83

The Random House
Random House, 1987).

Stuart Berg Flexner, ed.,

edition

(New

York:

Dictionary of the English Language, 2nd

Grizzard, 452.

Arthur Spicer Brockenbrough to William Thackara and Edward Evans, ca 1821, University

of Virginia Proctors Papers, University of Virginia, Charlottesville,

46

VA.
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As mentioned, the columns

A narrow

white.

hallway

removed

of the University

may

not have always been painted

bridge connecting the deck of the colonnade with the second floor

was widened between 1854 and 1855.
in

finished.

1985

in

This added material

such

a

seems suggests
manner.

In

that

all

of the

addition, the render

columns may have

removed from one

colonnade columns near Pavilion VIM has a thin layer of brick particles
the white stucco that
this pulverized brick

intentionally

was

revealing bands of render that had not been painted or sand-

This evidence

been finished

of Renders

is

exposed and the base coat of the render.

was worked

into a

wet render

indicating that

It

it

in

originally

of the

between

appears that

was

applied

and perhaps used as a way to color and texture the render to match

the sandstone bases and capitals.

may have taken

place later

in

The use

of the white paint

and white stucco

the nineteenth century.

84

James Murray Howard. "The Academical Village Today." Edited by Richard Guy Wilson.
Thomas Jefferson's Academical Village: The Creation of an Architectural Masterpiece

(Charlottesville,
85

Ibid.,

VA: University Press

of Virginia, 1993), 78.

79.
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of

2.3 Barboursville

The

site

located

known
in

as 'Barboursville'

is

located

Orange County, 17 miles north

designed by

Thomas

Jefferson for

James Barbour was born
national offices.

in

1

James

town

Barboursville, Virginia, a small

in

of Charlottesville.

was

This structure

Barbour, a prominent Virginia politician.

775 and went on

He served as the Governor

many

to serve

state, local,

and

(1812-1814), U.S. Senator

of Virginia

(1815-1825), Secretary of War under President John Quincy Adams, President of
Albemarle Agricultural Society, and Ambassador to the Court of

Although Barbour held many offices and

government, above

Fund
1

for Virginia

809-10

for "the

all

was

responsible for

St.

James.

many changes

in

the

he wanted to be remembered as the originator of the Literary

which

is still in

effect today.

86

encouragement of learning."

The

87
It

is

Literary

Fund was set up

in

interesting to note that

Barbour's youngest son, Benjamin Johnson Barbour, attended the University of
Virginia

There

from 1837-1839 and

is little

later

served as Rector from 1866-1 872.

88

information available regarding the construction of Barboursville.

However, Jefferson's

original

The drawing shows

two

86

a

drawing of the building dating to 1817

story building, symmetrical

Duff Green, "A Governor of
Review (12 November 1992),

Virginia

who

in

plan,

never ran for the office,"

still

exists.

marked by porticos

Orange County

9.

'"Wilson, 12.
88

Barbour Family Papers, 1775-1858 (Frederick, MD:

1986), microfilm.

48

University Publications of America,

c.
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on both the north and south elevations. The structure was constructed of brick
the Flemish bond and

were proposed

was capped by

for the roof

a hipped roof.

A dome and

by Jefferson but were never

house featured an octagonal parlor that was two stories
the south portico.

n

,<?

-

—

o

built.

in

Chinese

The

in

railing

interior of the

height and opened into

Two

Chapter

The Use

Construction of the site began

two

of his master

Barboursville on

James

workmen

in

4 %

1

822.

Barbour sent

to Monticello for training before beginning

recommendation from Jefferson

Bradley, a carpenter, and

:

1817 and was completed

Edward Ancel,

to

do so.

89

of Renders

work on

The two men were

a bricklayer.

9

Photograph of South Facade taken prior to fire in 1 884, Green, "A
Governor of Virginia Who Never Ran for Office." Orange County Review, 1992.
Figure 6

At the time Barboursville
in

built,

it

was considered

Orange County with an estimated value

This

3J

was

was

the highest appraisal

Desmond Guinness and

The Viking

in

of

the most elaborate plantation

$20,000 as shown

the county, rivaling that of

in

the tax records.

James Madison's

Julius Trousdale Sadler, Jr., Mr. Jefferson Architect

Press, 1973), 103.

50

(New

York:
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nearby home, Montpelier. Barboursville
by Jefferson

The

portico

in

Orange County.

thought to be the only structure designed

90

columns were constructed

The render on the

capitals.

is

of brick shafts with stone

columns

portico

at this site

matches the stone bases and

color of the render

of Renders

bases and

were never painted and the

capitals.

Today the render

is

beginning to detach from the brick substrate and large pieces have already been
lost.

Much

work

its

of the

way between

the columns

A

fire

detachment has been exacerbated due

is

also

is

beginning to

the render and the brick. The render on the upper portion of

showing signs

of

wear due exposure

destroyed the house on Christmas day

reconstructed after the

to ivy that

fire

1

to the elements.

884. The house

was

not

but instead a pair of brick dependencies just east of the

house were renovated and used by the family as a residence.

The daughter
memoir

of

Benjamin Johnson Barbour, Caroline H.

of her family in July

1914. Her memories

members, although she does make
Barboursville

My

where her father grew

a

began writing

a

relate primarily to family

few references
up.

B. Ellis,

to the family

One paragraph

home

in

reads:

James and Lucy Barbour built the strangely constructed old
about the year 1 807 as near as can come at it. In this
many
dwelling they lived
years till his large and handsome mansion (planned by
Thos. Jefferson and often compared with Monticello and Montpelier) was
completed. ...'Barboursville' lying between Montpelier and Monticello was of course
Grand-parents,

House

90

in

which

I

live,

Green, 9.
51
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of Renders

by Jefferson and Madison - what a pity no diary was kept by my grandfather when so many notable people enjoyed his great hospitality and a record of
91
these visits would be of so much interest to the present generation.
visited

Ms.

there

The

mentions the dwelling again when she wrote that her grandfather died

Ellis

in

1

842, and again when the "mansion" burned

site is

now

a designated Virginia historic landmark.

house have been preserved and
vineyards.

91

The

in

site is

Barbour Family Papers,

stabilized

open to the

1

1

884.

Today the

ruins of the

and are owned by the Barboursville

public.

775-1858.
52
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Characterization

in

terms of

its

is

a description of the nature and

performance of a material, given

physical, mechanical, and chemical properties.

Analysis

is

the

determination of the constituents, their amounts, and their structural relationships
a material.

Analysis of the samples taken from each site

determine the components of each plaster.

It

is

was completed

important to keep

in

in

in

order to

mind that

although characterization and analysis work together to provide a comprehensive

understanding of a material, they do

The process of

identifying the

differ.

components

of

each sample of render began with

cross section and thin section microscopy which reveals information such as layer
structure, texture, porosity,

and mineral content. The characterization process

continued with acid digestion used to isolate the aggregate and examine

shape and

color,

and

later x-ray

on the fraction smaller than
In

powder

diffraction to provide chemical information

75nm which

addition, scanning electron

its size,

is difficult

microscopy

in

to analyze in

any other manner.

combination with energy dispersive

spectroscopy was used to non-destructively examine the surface and elemental
composition of the samples.

Finally,

spectrometry were employed

in

components and/or organic

92

Gravimetric analysis

thermogravimetric analysis and mass

an attempt to confirm the presence of any hydraulic

materials.

92

was not performed due

to the small

study.

53

amounts

of material available for
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3.1

A

Sampling

total of

eleven samples of render were removed from the three sites

1996. The sites include Poplar Forest located
Virginia in Charlottesville;

samples were

wooden

all

mallet.

and Barboursville located

in

Barboursville, Virginia.

The

taken from exterior brick columns using a 1/2 inch chisel and
Generally speaking, the samples were removed from protected

was easy

was beginning

to loosen

and the

to remove.

Four samples from Poplar Forest were selected for further analysis.

PF 3 and PF

October

Forest, Virginia; University of

in

areas (column capitals) or areas where the render
material

in

Two

samples,

7, are of the early render dating to the original construction period,

while the other two, PF 2 and PF 10, are from the later plastering completed circa

1845. PF 2 and PF 3 were taken from the inner northwest column along the west
side of the capital (Figure 7).

10,

was taken from

The

third

sample removed from the north portico, PF

the shaft along the east side of the east end column, the

seventh course of brick from the base (Figure

characterization and analysis from Poplar Forest
(PF 7).

This sample of render

column along the west side

The

8).

54

sample used

for

was taken from the south

was removed from

(Figure 9).

final

portico

the shaft of the southwest end
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Two

samples were removed from the University of

VIII,

was taken from the

inner south

column

The

Virginia.

first

of Pavilion VIII (Figures

sample, U VA

and 11).

1

This sample of render dating to the original construction does not have any type of
visible finish coat.

of the shorter

1

3).

The second sample removed from

columns

This sample

is

this site

was taken from one

of the colonnade just south of Pavilion VIM (Figures

referred to as

UVA 42

because

was removed from

it

12 and

the

column closest to dormitory room 42.

The two samples selected

removed from both the north and south
portico,

B

1,

from Barboursville were

for further characterization

was removed from

porticos.

The sample taken from the north

the shaft of the inner northwest column close to

the base (Figure 14). The south portico sample, B 2,

was taken from

the inner southwest column near the base (Figure 15).
to the original construction of the building.

locations, color,

A few
was

of the

gently

A summary

and other additional information

samples

did

is

Both of these samples date
of the

located

in

samples taken,

reflected light microscopy.

analysis.

A

Initial

characterization

portion of seven of the eight

their

Appendix A.

have a small amount of the brick substrate

removed before

the shaft of

visible

was made

which

using

samples was used

for

cross section preparation (excluding one of the samples of later plaster from Poplar
Forest), while six representative

samples were selected

for thin section preparation

(both original renders and one of the later render from Poplar Forest,

55

two from
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University of Virginia and the north portico sample from Barboursville). This analysis

the following sections.

is

outlined

In

addition to the plaster samples removed, four mortar samples

two

in

of the sites for comparison.

Two samples

removed from the north and south porticos

were taken from

of original mortar (c.

of Poplar Forest.

(Figure 7).

A sample

was removed from

north portico (Figure 7).

was removed from
Lastly,

the north wall of Barboursville.

9),

portico

while the

the capital of the inner northwest column

of mortar dating to Poplar Forest's

construction/repair period

808) were

The south

sample was taken from the top of the southwest end column (Figure
north portico sample

1

1

845

post-fire

the outer northwest column of the

one sample of

interior

mortar

was removed from

No mortar samples were taken from the

of Virginia.

56

University
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PF 2 and PF 3

Figure 7

North portico, samples removed from capital of inner west column

Poplar Forest, 1996.

57
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PF 10

Figure 8

shaft

-

North portico, sample removed from east side of outer east column

Poplar Forest, 1996.

58
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PF 7

Figure 9
South portico, sample removed from the west side of the outer west
column shaft - Poplar Forest, 1996.
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Figure

1 1
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Pavilion VIM,

removed from
side of inner

column

-

Uni

of Virginia,

1
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Figure

1

2

Colonnade, south of Pavilion

the base of column indicated

Figure
VIII

-

1

3

Detail

-

VIII,

University of

sample removed from the
Virginia, 1 996.

showing sample removal from colonnade

University of Virginia,

1

996.

61

just

just

above

south of Pavilion
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B

Figure 14 North portico, sample removed from west side
column shaft just above the base - Barboursville, 1 996.

62

1

of inner

northwest
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B 2

South portico, sample removed from west side of inner southwest
column shaft just above the base - Barboursville, 1996.
Figure

1

5

63
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Previous Render Analysis at Poplar Forest

3.2

Analyses of render removed from both the north and south columns was completed
over the course of the last few years.

completed by Frank Welsh

Buck

of the Society for

in

New

Two

December

1

reports

994 and

England Antiquities

in

document the

results:

one

the other completed by Susan
the spring of

1

996.

Frank Welsh examined render removed from both the north and south portico

columns using transmitted polarized

light

and reflected stereomicroscopy.

In

both

samples he reported large and small agglomerates of reddish brown and orange
yellow iron earths that were

He

fairly

evenly dispersed throughout the entire sample.

also noted that the surface of this render suggested

layer.

Welsh determined the

coated with the residue of a

finish to

light

it

was exposed

as a finish

be a thin skim coat of whitewash lime plaster

yellow-brown sandy plaster.

93

Susan Buck analyzed two samples removed from the north portico columns using
visible

and

ultraviolet light.

Sample A was removed from the base

column. This sample was 0.5
of internal layering.

cm

thick and

was homogeneous

Buck noted that there were two

indicating the render's

of the inner

west

with no indication

distinct surfaces

-

one

placement against the brick substrate and the other showing

93

Analysis of Renders and Mortars for Poplar Forest. Report completed by Frank S. Welsh
in December 1 994 for the Corporation for Jefferson's Poplar Forest.
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a flat finish at the top surface.

end column and was

She completed

94

Sample B was removed from the base

slightly thinner

than Sample A, but otherwise very similar.

a microscopic examination of the

be composed of a variety of aggregates
binder appeared to be

made up

indicating unsieved lime

in

samples and determined them to

a uniform

after slaking.

Sample B varied

higher binder to aggregate ratio and the presence of

Buck

listed

some wood

the identifiable component particles including

ground red brick and

unknown

unpigmented binder. The

of lime and distinct white particles

presumably

clinker,

of the east

silica

were noted
slightly with a

fibers in the mix.

sand, charcoal,

and unsieved lime particles. She also noted the

particles including red translucent angular grains, green translucent

angular grains, and dark gray reflective particles.

The findings

after completing the analysis of this thesis are consistent with

conclusions drawn by Buck and Welsh. The binder

unsieved lime blebs present.
studied

in this

describing the

thesis.

Pulverized red brick

is

is

lime-based and there are

also visible in the

However, the following sections

components

will

go

samples

into greater detail

of the renders.

94

Analysis of Renders for Poplar Forest. Report completed by Susan Buck,
1996 for the Corporation for Jefferson's Poplar Forest.
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SPNEA

in

spring
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3.3

Cross Section

3.3.1

Preparation

Portions of the seven samples (PF 3, 7, 10,

mounted

in

VIM,

UVA

42, B

1,

B

2)

were

a polyester/methacrylate resin (Bioplast™) polymerized with a methyl

and cured

ethyl ketone peroxide catalyst

were then made

for approximately

into cross sections using a Buehler

samples were polished using

fine

using a felt cloth with water.
reflected light using a Nikon

3.3.2

UVA

48

Isomet

hours.

The samples

micro-saw. The cut

grade paper (400 and 600 grade) and finished

The samples were then examined under normal

SMZ-U microscope (25x

to

100x

magnification).

Examination

The samples

of original render

removed from the north and south porticos

Forest (PF 3 and 7) were very similar

The

indication of internal layering.

predominantly

light

brown and

in

appearance. The cross sections

of Poplar

show no

particles comprising the aggregate consist of

clear subangular/angular grains with

some darker

and black subrounded grains (Figures 16 and 17). The matrix of the samples
very pale brown (Munsell

10YR

8/3).

is

Large particles of brick, themselves a

composite of clear white sand and reddish clay matrix, can be seen
sections of both of these samples.

66

in

the cross

red

a
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The

third

sample taken from Poplar Forest, PF
subsequent Hutter (1845)

well as the

approximately

1

0mm

in

and

stucco which

may

may

is

can be seen

component

in this

and color (Figure

1

845

in

A

small

This plaster

8).

is

slightly

more

4 mm, and
in

Some lumps

amount

of

of the brick

sample on the right-hand side and a portion

the top left-hand side.

Pulverized brick

is

also a

sample.

Virginia

(UVA

VIII

&

appearance to the samples from Poplar Forest. The sample

removed from the inner south column

some

in

finished with a coat of white

plastering.

the inner layers.

in

of this coat

The cross sections of the two samples from the University of
42) are similar

1

more uniform

Both of these coats are homogeneous

visible along the top of the

of original render

visible

in

size

is

a thinner layer, measuring

is

not date to the

unslaked lime can been seen
substrate

in

The render was

particle shape.

or

plaster

The aggregate

thickness.

of a slightly finer aggregate.

color, texture

The Hutter

three layers. The base coat measures

in

coarse than the intermediate coat which

composed

both the original render as

plaster.

appearance showing grains homogeneous
appears to have been applied

2, included

darker grains present (Figure

broke into several fragments and
surface to substrate, making

The second sample,

UVA

it

1

of Pavilion VIM

9).

was

When

this

is fairly

uniform

in

color with

sample was removed, the render

not taken as one continuous piece from

difficult to

determine the number of layers applied.

42, removed from one of the colonnade columns just

67
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south of Pavilion
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VIII is also

uniform

in

color but appears to

have a higher

concentration of pulverized brick close to the finish layer (Figure 20).
surface of this render has a white stucco applied to
paint.

This sample

was

applied in at least

two

The samples from the north and south porticos
terms of aggregate shape and
of different color, size,

with a later coat of white

coats.

of Barboursville vary the

Both samples

size.

it

The exposed

show

most

a wide variety of particles

and shape (Figure 21). The particles range

brown (Munsell 10YR

angular to subangular. The binder

is

a pale

be darker closer to the substrate.

A

thin line of biological

growth

in

shape from

8/3) and tends to

is

visible along

the exposed area of both samples (Figure 22) and particles of brick are spread

throughout.
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Cross section of Hutter plaster (1845) removed from north portico of
Poplar Forest (PF 10), 1996, 25x magnification, reflected light.
Figure 18
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XJfc

%
Figure
VIII

-

1

9

Cross section of render removed from the inner south column of Pavilion

University of Virginia, 1996,

Figure

20

25x magnification,

reflected light.

Cross section of render removed from one of the colonnade columns just
- University of Virginia, 1996, 25x magnification, reflected

south of Pavilion VIM
light.
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Cross section of render removed from south portico of Barboursville,
1996, 25x magnification, reflected light.

Figure 21
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Figure 22 Cross section of render removed from north portico of Barboursville
showing biological growth along exposed surface, 1996, 1 OOx magnification,
reflected light.
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3.4

Thin Section

Thin section petrography reveals the mineral content of the material, the structure
of the

components and the

valuable

amount

way

interrelationships

to analyze renders.

In

between them making

the production and application of renders.
in

an extremely

addition, information concerning grain size,

of accessory minerals, and textural characteristics can be

useful tool

it

Due

to these factors,

it

used to evaluate
is

often a more

the study of mortar composites than other analytical techniques.

3.4.1 Preparation

Six representative samples

were selected from the

laboratory for thin section preparation.

and sent to a petrographic

sites

Three samples were sent from Poplar Forest

(PF 2, PF 3, and PF 7), one from Barboursville (B 2), and
Virginia

(UVA VIM and UVA

crossed polarized

light at

polarizing microscope,

light

42).

The

thin sections

were examined

25x and 100x magnification

and

later

two from the

University of

first in

plane and

using a Zeiss Axiophote

under a combination of reflected and transmitted

using a Nikon Microflex AFII microscope.

3.4.2

Examination

Examination revealed the aggregate of the plasters to be composed primarily of
quartz, alkali feldspar, plagioclase feldspar, and a small

73

amount

of mafic (dark,
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ferromagnesium) minerals. At
and ranged
site to site.

in

all

three sites the quartz grains had pitted surfaces

shape from angular to subangular. The size of the grains varied from

A

small

amount

of alkali feldspar

was found

in

the

all

with the exception of PF 2. The plagioclase feldspars were found

The

in

only

two

Quantitative Analysis

quantitative approximation of the mineral content

an idea of the amounts of each mineral
the three sites.

In

in

was completed

were randomly selected and the

for four of the thin sections (see

Quartz Grain Measurements)
largest and smallest grains

in

order to give

in

each sample and the differences between

addition, fifty quartz grains

measurements recorded

Appendix C

order to give a range of grain size.

were noted, as was the range

-

Thin Section

The

size of the

of size of the majority of

the grains for each site.

It

sites.

details of the analysis will be discussed in the following sections.

3.4.3

A

samples

of the

should be noted that the matrix

in

these samples

identified using the polarizing microscope.

composition of the matrix

will

is

very fine and cannot be

Attempts to shed

be explained

74
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Poplar Forest

3.4.3.1

Two

of the three

extremely similar
original

samples removed from Poplar Forest (PF 3 and PF
in

The primary components

mineral content.

small

sample are crushed as seen

amount

(Figure 25), a small

rarely, a

in

Figure 24.

A few

Also found

amount

in size

of

a

is

ferromagnesium fibrous mineral. Brick particles can be seen

feldspar (microcline); 2-3

%

of

in

PF 7 (Figure 26). The

0.48mm

with the average measuring

The

sample from Poplar Forest, PF

in size

0.88mm

quartz; 1-2

0.16mm x 0.12mm

0.36mm

2,

to

%

%

of

matrix.

0.84mm

The

x

by 0.24mm.

has quartz grains which are

(Figure 27) and densely packed.

0.10mm

%

accessory minerals; and 40-50

grain size of the quartz particles ranged from

uniform

these samples

of highly altered crystals with a thin film of iron oxides,

percentage of quantities of minerals are as follows: 40-50

third

in

of the quartz grains

and shape. These minerals include muscovite

throughout PF3 and smaller amounts are also visible

alkali

samples

of alkali feldspar (microcline).

The accessory minerals vary

and

of these

render are quartz and feldspar. The quartz grains are predominately angular

and the surfaces of these grains are pitted (Figure 23).
in this

7) are

These

much more

particles range in size

from

0.14mm

x

0.32mm

x 0.19mm. The sample did have a small quantity of feldspar, some of

to

x 0.28mm. The average grain size measuring

75
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which were crushed (Figure 28). The accessory minerals

in this

in this

comprised primarily of muscovite. Pulverized brick also visible
a lesser quantity as

compared

to PF 3

consisted of 50-60

%

5-10%

40

%

quartz;

very similar

Quantitatively this sample

7.

feldspar; 1-2

%

accessory minerals; and 30-

in

from the University of Virginia and both found to be

10YR

composition, color (Munsell

The quartz grains varied considerably

6mm

0.45mm

x

0.08mm

by

and the largest

0.27mm. The

7/2),

in size

2.04mm

x

1

and texture (Figures 29 and

with the smallest measuring

(Figures 31
a small

quartz grains were pitted and

in

a

grain size

is

few cases crushed.

alkali (microcline)

feldspars

and 32). The accessory minerals consisted of flakes of muscovite and

amount

of mafic minerals.

zone, just beneath the finish of
(Figure 33).

The average

.08mm.

There was an even mixture of plagioclase feldspars and

The

Brick particles are concentrated in the upper

UVA 42

but

is

absent from the rest of the sample

feldspar grains located beneath the finish coat

deterioration indicating that this coat

34).

in

University of Virginia

Two samples were examined

0.1

sample but

matrix.

3.4.3.2

30).

and PF

sample are

The sample removed from

the surface of the sample but

in

may have been exposed

Pavilion VIII also

signs of

one time (Figure

had pulverized brick present near

a smaller quantity.

76
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show

Quantitatively the render
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consists of

2

%

40-50

%

2,

quartz; 2-3

%

minerals (Figure 35).

uniform

smallest 0.1

in size.

6mm

mm. As

in

alkali feldspar;

%

matrix.

%

plagioclase feldspars; 1-

matrix.

are present.

1

%

plagioclase feldspar; 5-10

This sample

shows

a greater

The quartz grains range from angular
The

largest grain

measured

1

accessory
of accessory

to subangular and are

.36mm by 0.76mm, and

the other sites, the grains are pitted and

Both

%

number

by 0.12mm. The average quartz grain size

depositing of accessory minerals.

in

%

2-3

from Barboursville was examined revealing a composition of 30-

50-60

minerals; and

0.31

alkali feldspars;

Barboursville

One sample, B

fairly

%

quartz; 2-3

accessory minerals; and 40-50

3.4.3.3

40

%

alkali (microcline)

in

is

0.51

mm

the

by

some cases show

the

and plagioclase feldspars

Here again brick particles are dispersed throughout the sample as seen

Figure 36.

As mentioned the amount
samples from the other
highly altered

An

of accessory minerals

sites.

is

The minerals include

higher

in this

sample than the

flakes of biotite, muscovite,

ferromagnesium minerals.

interesting aspect of the renders first noticed during an examination of the

Barboursville

sample was the severe deterioration of the feldspar minerals located
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closest to the exposed surface of the plaster (Figures 37 and 38).
to

some degree

Barboursville.

at

each of the

Feldspars have

sites but the condition

two

is

This

most noticeable

was found
at

sets of cleavage at 90° to one another.

This

structure causes feldspars to be a prime candidate for deterioration in contrast to

quartz which lacks cleavage and

3.4.4

Summary and

is

a harder mineral.

95

Discussion

Although the sites tended to have similar aggregate contents, noticeable variations

were observed.
the three sites
criteria

chosen

In

in

this study a set of criteria

to distinguish

between

order to outline more clearly their similarities and differences.

for this

feldspar content,

were devised

study are as follows: quartz grain

amount

of accessory minerals,

size,

The

quartz grain shape,

and the presence of pulverized

brick (see Table 1).

The University

of Virginia and Barboursville are geographically the

two

sites located

the closest together and unlike Poplar Forest, both of these sites have a small

amount

of plagioclase feldspars in addition to the alkali feldspars.

Forest and the University of Virginia did have the

most

However, Poplar

similar looking grain

shapes

and the smallest amount of accessory minerals. The size of the smallest quartz

95

According to Moh's Scale of Hardness which classifies minerals from 1 to 10, 1 being the
and 1 being the most resistant, quartz is 7 and feldspar is 6.
In addition, the two minerals differ in chemical composition.

least resistant to scratching

78
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grains found at each site

was

similar, but the largest grains varied quite a bit with

Barboursville having the highest quantity of large grains.

Table

1

Criteria

Summary
and Sites

of Thin Section Examination Criteria

Characterization and Analysis of Renders

Cha pter Three

w

\

•

"'

Figure

23

samples,

1

*

Photomicrograph showing pitted quartz grain found
0Ox magnification, crossed polarized light.

24 Photomicrograph showing
sample, 100x magnification, crossed
Figure

7

a

in

Poplar Forest

crushed quartz grain found

polarized light.

80

in

Poplar Forest

Chapter Three

-

Figure

'

Photomicrograph of accessory mineral, muscovite, found

25

samples,

Characterization and Analysis of Renders

1

OOx magnification, crossed

in

Poplar Forest

polarized light.

26

Photomicrograph showing brick particles found in Poplar Forest samples,
25x magnification, combination of transmitted and reflected light.
Figure

81
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Photomicrograph of later 1 845 plaster from Poplar Forest showing a
more uniform grain size and shape, 25x magnification, plane polarized light.
Figure

27

28 Photomicrograph of later 1 845 plaster removed from Poplar Forest
showing a crushed grain of feldspar, 100x magnification, crossed polarized light.
Figure

82
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aft'**-

£>*$:

*,

+.•

.

:.

Photomicrograph of UVA 42 removed from the University of
25x magnification, crossed polarized light.

Figure

29

Virginia,

Photomicrograph of UVA VIII removed from the University of
25x magnification, crossed polarized light.

Figure

30

83

Virginia,
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,r~'7

Virginia,
Photomicrograph of plagioclase feldspar, University of
magnification, crossed polarized light.

Figure 31

1

OOx

flfe

of
Photomicrograph of alkali feldspar (microcline), University
100x magnification, crossed polarized light.

Figure

32

84

Virginia,
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particles
Photomicrograph of UVA 42 showing concentration of brick
Virginia, 100x magnification, combination
just beneath the finish coat. University of
reflected and transmitted light.

Figure

Figure

33

34 Photomicrograph

base and

of

UVA 42

showing feldspar deterioration between

finish coats, University of Virginia,

light.

85

100x magnification, crossed

polarized
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of accessory
Photomicrograph of Barboursville showing greater number
light.
minerals, 25x magnification, crossed polarized

Figure

35

\

«
Photomicrograph of a brick particle as seen
combination transmitted and reflected light.
Figure

36

86

in

B

2,

100x

w
magnification,
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seen
Photomicrograph of the deterioration of the feldspar minerals as
sample B 2 from Barboursville, 25x, crossed polarized light.
Figure 37

Figure

38

as seen

in

in

minerals
Photomicrograph of a detail of the deterioration of the feldspar
light.
polarized
sample B 2 from Barboursville, 100x, crossed
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Acid Digestion

Acid digestion
ratio,

was completed

in

order to further understand the aggregate to binder

binder composition, and aggregate color, size, and shape.

25 grams

of

each of the

six representative

examined under reflected

96
light.

Approximately 20

samples was used from each

-

and

site

Physical properties such as color and grain shape

were noted.

Each sample was then gently ground using a mortar and pestle, and the ground

sample placed

in

a dish of

known

weight, weighed, and dried for 24 hours

C oven. The sample was removed and weighed again
amount

of moisture lost during the drying process.

in

a 110°

in

order to determine the

This weight

was recorded as

W,.

The sample was then placed

in

a

600 ml beaker and moistened

percent solution of hydrochloric acid
reaction noted.

was slowly added

to the

with water.

A 14

sample and the

This reaction consisted of the samples effervescing calcium

carbonate to varying degrees with some samples bubbling more rapidly and longer
than others.

96

Small amounts of the acid solution continued to be slowly added

until

two samples were digested from Poplar Forest - PF 3 and PF 1 0; two from
two from Barboursville. The sample of original render
removed from the south portico of Poplar Forest was not used for acid digestion.
88
Portions of

the University of Virginia; and
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a reaction no longer took place.

Effervescence suggested the presence of calcium

carbonate, confirming that the renders are lime-based.

components such as soluble
digestion process.
to further ensure

Once

acid digestion

50ml

at a time)

fines.

weight recorded as

filter

W

2

.

of other

been dissolved during the

was complete, water was added

and the solution

Whatman

also

amount

had been completely dissolved.

acid solubles

The water carrying the

lined with

may have

small

drops of 100 percent hydrochloric acid were then added

A few

all

silicates

A

sample (approximately

to the

stirred with a glass rod in order to levitate the

fines

paper no.

was poured
1

This process

out of the beaker and into a funnel

that had been previously weighed and the

was

repeated

until

the water poured into the

beaker remained clear, indicating that only the aggregate remained.

The

fines

fines

was

and aggregate were

was weighed once
also

it

left

was

to dry for

W

2

(the filter paper)

The data collected during the

to

48

hours.

The

dry and the weight recorded as

weighed (W 4 ). The weight of the

subtracting

24

from

W

3

fines

W

filter

3

.

paper with

The aggregate

was then determined by

(the filter

paper with

fines).

acid digestion allowed for the weight percentages of

acid solubles, non-acid solubles, and coarse and fine fractions to be calculated, as
well moisture lost during the drying process (see Table 2).

89

This information

was
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compared with the microscopical examination
relationships

Table 2
Sites/

Renders

to attribute binder-aggregate

and characterization.

Results from the Acid Digestion Performed on the Renders
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acid soluble fraction

is

the most similar

in all

three sites ranging from

1

9 percent to

most variation.
21 percent, while the percentage of fines and aggregate has the

Table 3
Sites/

Mortars

Results from the Acid Digestion Performed on the Mortars

Chapter Three
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Here again the two samples of render from Barboursville are almost identical
of materials.

and

The University

of Virginia

later Poplar Forest plasters

samples are also

vary greatly

fairly similar,

aggregate

in

ratio.

in ratio

but the early

The mortar

ratios

do

not vary as greatly as any of the plaster ratios.

Additional information has been recorded such as grain size and shape, color of the

sample

prior to digestion

hydrochloric acid.

located

in

particles

and fines after digestion, and reaction sample had to

This information

Appendix

were found

B.

It

in

is

located

in

the Mortar/Plaster Data Sheets

should also be noted that a small amount of brick

the aggregate from

some

of the sites, but

that the brick could be considered an active ingredient

in

investigation into the matter of hydraulic additives will be

it

was

the plaster.

examined

in

not enough

Further

the following

sections.

3.6 X-Ray Powder Diffraction

X-ray powder diffraction

was employed

particles smaller than 75|im.

technique (PF

3,

UVA

collected from the

One sample from each

42, and B

filter

to determine the mineralogical composition

2).

site

was

selected for this

Approximately 3 grams of material was

paper of each of the selected digested samples and another

92
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was taken from

3 grams

samples.

As

in

x-ray

a ground and sieved undigested portion of the

97

the acid digestion, the presence of calcium carbonate

powder

amounts

same

diffraction.

The digested samples from

all

was confirmed from

the

three sites had high

of silicates, specifically quartz, and a portion of clays.

these samples also showed the presence of feldspars and

in

The spectra from

the Barboursville

sample, mica. The undigested portions from Barboursville and the University of
Virginia

were both composed

principally of calcium carbonate, confirming the

findings from the acid digestion.

showed

3.7

addition, the

a peak suggesting the presence of

indicate the lime

powder

In

was made from

diffraction are located in

sample from Barboursville also

magnesium carbonate which may

a dolomitic limestone.

The spectra from the x-ray

Appendix D.

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy

Scanning electron microscopy was employed
microstructure of the plaster.

This technique

in this

study for analysis of the

shows the

material's textural

properties such as size distribution and pattern of intergrowths.
electron microscopy

was performed

spectroscopy which

identifies the

97

There was not enough material

left

in

The scanning

conjunction with energy dispersive

elements present

in

each sample and provides

a

from PF 3 to run an undigested spectrum therefore only

the digested spectrum has been included.

93
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level of analysis not available

through the use of optical microscopy. The energy

dispersive spectra have been obtained for both samples and are
ray dot

maps which show

samples, PF 7 and

presence of a

UVA

finish coat.

x-

the location and intensity of specific elements per layer

and within each layer (see Appendix

Two

accompanied by

E).

42, were selected for examination based on the

The samples were mounted with

a cross section

exposed

and coated with carbon to provide a conductive surface. They were then analyzed
at

10kv energy

8000x

in

a

JEOL JSM 6400 Scanning

magnification.

and uniform

in

amounts

may

in

each sample were almost

of titanium and chlorine found in

be concentrated
likely a

The examination showed the samples

in

component

all

applied to

in

to be very fine grained

showed

42. The titanium appears to

the outer (exposed) surface of this sample indicating
of the paint that covers this portion of the sample.

strong peaks.

The carbon

Calcium,

results

each sample, while the calcium and

smaller amounts.

silicon,

is

it

most

Pollution

oxygen, and

from the carbon coating

silicon relate to the lime

and possibly a fraction of clays. Potassium, magnesium,
present

to

identical with the exception of

UVA

also contribute to a high reading of titanium.

carbon

1000x

appearance (Figure 39).

The elements present
small

Electron Microscope at

iron,

and quartz

and aluminum are

all

The higher potassium reading from the Poplar Forest

sample relates to the presence of the

alkali feldspar, microcline,

94

which

is

a
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potassium aluminum

silicate,

while the

magnesium and

iron correlates with the

presence of mafic minerals and the brick particles.

The x-ray dot maps
of

UVA

reveal a high intensity of calcium and silicon in the finish coat

42, as well as a

fairly

high reading of sulfur.

sulfate indicates that the finish coat

presence of sulfation crusts.

A

high

may

The presence of calcium

be composed of

amount

of

gypsum

magnesium

is

rather than the

located just beneath

the finish coat along the area where the brick particles are concentrated, as well as

throughout the base coat. The concentration of magnesium along the thin layer of
brick particles probably relates to the mineralogy of the

in

the rest of the sample

was

high

in

may

also

mean

PF 7 shows

through the sample with a
of the sample.
of the binder

a high

slight

The presence

amount

of calcium

the brick, and

was made from

diffraction did not prove this to

and

silicon distributed

evenly

concentration of magnesium towards the surface

of calcium and silicon relate to the calcium carbonate

and the high amounts of quartz

magnesium probably

in

the limestone that the lime

magnesium, although the x-ray powder

be the case.

sand used

in

the aggregate.

Here again the

relates to the brick particles or a dolomitic limestone from

which the lime was made.
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Figure

39

Scanning electron micrograph of PF

96
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Thermogravimetric Analysis and Mass Spectrometry

One sample from

Barboursville

was chosen

preparation for the analysis the sample
sieved.

The

analyzed.

was crushed

fines passing through screen no.

Approximately 23

atmosphere

for thermogravimetric analysis.

for

of the

In

using a mortar and pestle and

(smaller than 75u,m)

sample was heated

in

were

an Argon gas

approximately 49 minutes at a rate of 20° C/minute to the

temperature for 1000° C

in

a Seiko

320 TG/DTA Thermal

was immersed

portion of the sample
to introduce a

mg

200

98

known

in

whole milk

for

dried at

60° C

for

24

A second

approximately 8 hrs

organic substance, removed and

The sample was then oven

Analyzer.

left

hours.

to air dry for

This sample

24

was

order

in

hours.

also

ground and the fines passing through screen no. 200 were collected and analyzed

same manner.

in

the

A

comparison between the mass spectrometry results reveals at approximately 22

minutes a peak

and increased

in

in

both samples. This peak

was

present

in

the unaltered sample

may

the sample with the milk additive. This indicates that there

be organic material

in

the original unaltered render.

However,

this finding

is

not

conclusive and the presence of organic materials needs to be confirmed through
other methods.

The

analysis can be seen

'

8

results of the

in

visual

form

mass spectrometry and thermogravimetric
in

Appendix

F.

There was not enough material available to perform

Forest or the University of Virginia.

97

this

technique on samples from Poplar

Chapter Four

Discussion

This thesis has brought together information from a variety of sources

in

order to

determine the composition of the renders from the three sites and to help interpret
Jefferson's knowledge and use of

8th century masonry technology and his

1

Moreover, the analysis and characterization

architectural intent.

will

The

information for future conservation and replication of the renders.

explored historical documentation examining
plasters and mortars.

1

in

general terms the

Chapter One also included a survey of

9th century builders' books, including

Jefferson's library. This

was done

some

of

which were

late

provide
first

critical

chapter

components
1

of

8th and early

part of

Thomas

with hopes of gaining a better understanding of

the context of Jefferson's knowledge of plaster and mortar technology.
inquiry did yield general information regarding the

components

This

of plasters, but the

search of the correspondence of his contemporaries proved more useful.

Here, correspondence written by B. Henry Latrobe for the American Philosophical

Society Transactions and a

letter

by William Hamilton were particularly relevant.

Latrobe wrote concerning the use of brick dust as an additive
plasters.

citing

it

In this article

written

in

1

may

continue to contract after the mixing of

the mortar which would be especially detrimental

It

is

unknown

if

in

areas that underwent cycles of

Jefferson read this article, but he did turn to

Latrobe for advise on matters such as stucco as recorded

97

mortars and

809, Latrobe opposed the use of brick dust

as an unreliable material that

freeze/thaw.

in

in a letter

Latrobe, American Philosophical Society Transactions 6 (1809), 384-391

98

from Jefferson
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James Madison

to

Madison concerning
liked to

May

in

of

1

800.

98

Jefferson's reply to an inquiry posed by

was

composition for encrusting brick

a

that he would have

From the men Jefferson

have spoken with Latrobe regarding the matter."

had either consulted with or attempted to contact (Hamilton and Latrobe),

it

might

be concluded that at this time Jefferson himself did not have any recommendations
regarding this matter.

is

It

true

mentioned

in

knowledge

the

first

chapter that

it

is

not possible to determine Jefferson's

however from reading the books he owned one might

of renders,

presume that he had some knowledge

of

Roman cements

(requesting

the cisterns at Monticello) which had hydraulic properties.

Jefferson

it

for use for

owned

a

copy

John Smeaton's Narrative on the Building and a Description of the Construction

of

of Eddystone Lighthouse

in

which Smeaton documents

creation of a "water-cement"

Smeaton experimented with
his

or mortar that

was capable

tile

of hardening underwater.

substituting the pozzolana (imported from Italy) used

mixture with other materials such as brick and

although the brick and

experiments with the

his

tile

dust.

100

He found that

dust did cause the mortar to set more quickly, they did

not hold up any better under water than an ordinary lime/sand mixture.

98

Thomas

Volume

Jefferson to

James Madison, 12 May 1800, The Papers of James Mad/son,

17, ed. David B. Mattern (Charlottesville, Virginia:

1991).
"Ibid.
100

Smeaton, 111.

99

University Press of Virginia,

in
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Jefferson also

owned

copies of Ware's

A Complete Body

of Architecture, Vitruvius'

The Ten Books of Architecture, and Palladio's Four Books on Architecture,

which make recommendations

for the materials

While Ware dismissed the use of additives as an excuse used by

workmen

for not using

Vitruvius,

recommended adding one

use of river or sea sand
specify

in

what way

in

labor, at least

one

earlier author,

part brick dust to mortar mixes employing the

order to improve the composition of the mix (he did not

this addition

The construction history

of

used to create mortars and

plasters.

good materials and hard

all

of

each

would improve the mortar).

site

was

101

also searched for references concerning

formulas for the renders, and the history of the construction of the columns on

which the render was applied was examined more closely. This search yielded
specific information.

The majority

of the references

At Poplar Forest two
plastering,

used for the actual render.

men were

Hugh Chisolm and

responsible for the majority of the brickwork and

his brother, John.

and from Hugh Chisolm and Jefferson,

were

built in

shafts,

101

and

the

Jefferson regarding

work underway, not specifications

plastering dealt primarily with interior spaces and
for the materials to be

made by

little

summer

of

Through correspondence written

has been established that the columns

it

1808. These columns are constructed

capitals, unlike the other

to

two

sites

Vitruvius, 45.

100

of brick bases,

which have brick shafts but stone
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bases and capitals.

All of

the columns at each site are executed

with the exception of Pavilion
existing

the University of Virginia.

It

seems

documentation that the materials used to create the render

columns were brought

in

from Lynchburg.

that sand and lime be brought

This

at that time.

columns

VIII at

the Tuscan style

in

may

in for

In

an 1812

letter,

it

for these

the interior plastering that

was about

to begin

The

also have been the case for the exterior render.

appears that

little

from

Jefferson requested

at Poplar Forest received a later coating of plaster after

Unfortunately,

likely

an

1

845

fire.

of the original render exists under this later

plaster.

The University

of Virginia has a lengthy construction history (1817-1 828)

the number of years the site

were removed from

was under

Pavilion VIM

construction.

The samples from

and a colonnade column just south of

due to

this site

this pavilion.

Therefore, construction documentation focused on this structure and other

references

made

to plasters and mortars.

Jefferson consulted several of his peers

for advice regarding the

design of the university and received a detailed response

from William Thornton.

In

plastered over

in

his letter,

Thornton recommended making brick columns

the imitation of freestone.

As with

Poplar Forest, one piece of

correspondence noted that lime and sand would be brought to the

102

Thomas

Henry

E.

Jefferson to Mr. Goodman, 18 October 1812.
Huntington Library, San Marino, California.
101

Papers of

site.

Thomas

Jefferson,

Chapter Four

It

seems

likely

Discussion

that the columns at

imitation of stonework.

columns there remain

three sites were originally rendered

all

in their original

was

also the case, although the

in this

manner since the

Previous analysis of Poplar Forest indicates

bases and capitals would have been rendered

as well since they are constructed of brick.
similar to Barboursville in that the

treated

form with the render matching the

sedimentary stone bases and capitals.
this

was

Barboursville certainly

in

1

03

The University

of Virginia

is

most

bases and capitals are of stone, although the

stone type varies with the bases and capitals of the colonnade columns being
of a local sandstone, while the Pavilion capitals

marble.

The renders from

all

three sites

made

were carved from imported Carrara

were applied

in

thin coats of

one to two

layers.

Despite the fact that the only recipes located did not specifically
additives, and

even indicated that

fairly

call for

the use of

standard recipes were used, the analysis of

the renders revealed that brick particles are present

in

the renders at

These

in

the construction of the library

citations include a recipe for the mortar

at the University of Virginia.

lime and three fourths

two

thirds

for exterior plaster for

103

in
104

three sites.

The brickmasons described the mortar as one fourth

good pure sand

good sharp sand

used

all

for the interior work,

for the exterior.

columns

104

and one

third lime

and

Thornton's letter included a recipe

at the University of Virginia.

He

called for

two

Analysis of Renders and Mortars for Poplar Forest. Report completed by Frank S. Welsh
December 1994 for the Corporation for Jefferson's Poplar Forest.
Grizzard, 181.

102

Chapter Four

Discussion

sand and one

thirds sharp

addition of dissolving

third well slaked lime.

some

"vitrial

quality of the mortar and give

specification located

and

half sand,

in his

of Iron" in the water

a fine yellow color.

is

Jefferson

several stages.

106

made

at least

made

on

of half lime

With the exception

no other mention made of using any type of additive to

However, these materials may have possessed

quality of the plaster.

The characterization and

examined.

105

would increase the binding

farm book stating that inside mortar be

hydraulic properties which were inherent

in

also mentioned that the

and exterior mortar made of two thirds lime.

of Thornton's letter, there

enhance the

it

He

in

the lime or sand.

analysis of the renders from the three sites

was completed

Each component (matrix and aggregate) of the renders was

Prior to beginning

any of the analysis, the renders were examined

macroscopically and their color and texture were noted. The samples from
University of Virginia and Barboursville are a very pale gray (Munsell

while the Poplar Forest samples are

(Munsell
of

10YR

8/3).

The textures

sandpaper and the samples

their

all

similar in texture but a very pale

matched

a

120 grade sandpaper

106

Ibid.,

brown

indicating that

similar.

of the aggregate

was then determined through

examination which revealed that the renders from

105

7/2),

samples were matched against grades

of these

aggregate size and shape were

The mineral content

still

10YR

36.

Baron, 353.

103

all

three sites are

thin section

composed

Chapter Four

Discussion

primarily of quartz with smaller

amounts

of alkali and/or plagioclase feldspars, and

an even smaller amount of "accessory" minerals. These accessory minerals varied
slightly

from

and include minerals such as

site to site

muscovite (Poplar Forest, University of

Virginia),

biotite (University of Virginia),

and highly altered crystals with a

thin film of iron oxides (Poplar Forest, University of Virginia, Barboursville) probably

the brick particles.

made

it

The aggregate was

also

examined

after acid digestion

which

possible to view particles individually and examine their shape and color.

was determined through

The

size of the particles

also

by measuring the grains

in

the thin sections.

aggregate probably relate to geological variations

sieving after acid digestion and

These mineralogical differences
in

sand sourcing.

All

in

aggregates

are similar in general grain size, distribution, and ratio of matrix following the

conventions of the day.

The matrix of the render

is

a

much more complex

issue.

very fine grained material (smaller than 75\im) making
optically.

Acid digestion

it

The matrix
difficult to

was completed on each sample, and

powder

diffraction.

also tested using x-ray

powder

The

fines filtered

diffraction

composed

examine

This

was confirmed

from the digested samples were

and the results matched to the mineral

content of the aggregate with the addition of a portion of clays.

104

of

the reaction to the

hydrochloric acid indicated the presence of calcium carbonate.
using x-ray

is

Discussion

Chapter Four

analysis, and characterization confirm that the renders from

The research,
sites are

three

predominantly lime-based and have a fine-grained aggregate consisting

primarily of quartz with smaller

varying

all

amounts

in all of

amounts

of feldspars.

the samples and although

and not due to contamination

(i.e.

presence

is

not from the brick substrate),

fraction of the aggregate and certainly

was

it

was found

in

clearly intentional

is

only a minor

does not constitute one part of the mixture

as would be typical of a hydraulic component.
Forest and Barboursville samples

its

Pulverized brick

The pulverized

similar in that

it

was

brick in the Poplar

evenly distributed

throughout the entire sample, while the University of Virginia samples showed a
high concentration closer to the exposed surface

where

it

probably served the

purpose as a colorant to match the sandstone bases and capitals. The brick
particles

were

certainly an intentional

factor that indicates a

component

in

these samples and

is

the one

recommendation was made regarding the components

to be

used.

The feldspar grains located along the exposed surface edge showed deterioration
all

in

samples indicating exposure to the elements. This type of deterioration was

most severe

in

the Barboursville samples which have been exposed since the

construction of the dwelling

between the

finish

been exposed

c.

1817. Sample

UVA 42

also

showed

coat and base coat indicating that the render

prior to the application of the

105

white stucco.

deterioration

may have

originally

Discussion

Chapter Four

The men who executed the rendering

Hugh Chisolm and

his brother,

at

each of the sites

John, were responsible for

Poplar Forest with the exception of the dining

is fairly

all

well established.

of the plastering at

room which was done by Joseph

Antrim. Antrim also worked at the University of Virginia and documentation exists
telling

us that he executed the exterior work of the stuccoed brick columns at the

Of the two men known to have worked

pavilions.

that the bricklayer,

at Barboursville,

it

seems

Edward Ancel, would have completed the rendering

was brought

likely

of the

carry out the work.

columns

at that site unless another plasterer

There

no conclusive evidence as to the extent to which Jefferson directed the

is

creation and application of the renders.

It

is

clear that he

knowledge of materials and was involved on every
designs.

The

historical

specifically his

level in

in

had an extensive
the construction of his

documentation served as a way of examining more

knowledge

of

one type of material, renders. The

results of the

characterization and analysis indicate that although the aggregates probably

from

local

additive.

sources, at least one ingredient, the pulverized brick

The data collected

in

was

a

came

recommended

this study will aid in the future conservation of the

renders and interpretation of the architectural intent of Jefferson's designs.

106

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF SAMPLE REMOVAL AND
MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERISTICS
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ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site: Poplar Forest

Analysis performed by: K. Fetzer

October 1 996
Date Analyzed: January 1997

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

SAMPLE NO. PF 3

Location:

Date Sampled:

Forest, Virginia

Render/North portico, inner northwest column west side of capital (original)
Surface appearance: appears to have a limewash finish coat, interior uniform in color

Type/Location:

Cross beuuun.
uiubb
section:
Color:

1

0YR

iiicumx uniform
uiinumi
matrix

uuiur,
in color;

dyyieydie nidiKeu
aggregate
marked with
whii darker
udi*.tM minerals
imimidis

8/3 very pale brown

Hardness

Texture:

1

20 grade sandpaper

Gross Weight: 8.22 grams

Density:

COMPONENTS
Fines:

Examined under

reflected light at

magnification.

1

0Ox

Consists

Color:

10YR6/6

Weight:

0.45g

Weight %: 5.47%

brownish yellow
Organic Matter: none noted

primarily of tan particles

with

some

darker

minerals.

Composition: quartz, feldspar, clays

Acid soluble fraction: The
acid dissolved the binder
and other particles of the

Weight:

aggregate that were acid

Reaction: bubbled
moderately

soluble.

Weight %: 23.24%

1.91g

Filtrate color:

tinted yellow

Composition: calcium carbonate

Aggregate:

Mostly clear

quartz and light colored
grains with a

spattering

Color (overall):

light

Weight:

5.86g

Weight %: 71.29%

brown
Grain shape:

angular to subangular

of darker minerals.

Mineralogy:
muscovite.

quartz, alkali feldspar (microcline), brick dust,

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Poplar Forest

Project /Site:

Location

Date Sampled: October 1996
Date Analyzed: January 1 997

Forest, Virginia

:

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

SAMPLE NO. N/A

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

Mortar/North portico, inner northwest column

Type/Location:

uniform

Surface appearance:

in color,

some

(original)

pieces of unslaked lime visible

Cross section: N/A
Color: 10YR 8/3 very pale brown

Texture:

Hardness:

Gross Weight: 25.74 grams

Density:

220 grade sandpaper

COMPONENTS
Fines:

Examined

at

100x

Very
dinged

fine

reflected light.
particles that

together.

10YR8/4

Color:

Weight:

2.44g

Weight %: 9.48%

very pale brown

magnification under

none noted

Organic Matter:

Clear quartz

were visible,
mixed with a few darker
particles

N/A

Composition:

minerals.

Acid soluble fraction: The

Weight:

Weight %: 21.25%

5.47g

acid dissolved the binder

and any other

particles

strong

Reaction:

of the aggregate that were

reaction; bubbled

acid soluble.

vigorously

Filtrate color:

yellow

Composition: calcium carbonate

Aggregate:

Consists

primarily of clear quartz
particles

mixed with some

Color (overall):

brown

light

Weight:

17.83g

Weight %: 69.27%

to dark gray

subangular to angular

Grain shape:

darker grains including a
small amount of brick.
The majority of the grains
were retained in the
1

50|im and

75nm

Mineralogy:

N/A

Sieve analysis

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75nm

sieves.

Pan

Weight

(g)

0.01

0.39
0.99
2.52
7.42
5.55
0.89

ASSESSMENT
Mortar Type:

lime-based

Fines: Acid Soluble:

Aggregate

1

:2:7

by weight

111

1:1.5 by volume

%

Retained

0.06
2.19
5.55
14.13
41.61

31.13
4.99

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site: Poplar Forest

Location:

Date Sampled: October 1 996
Date Analyzed: January 1997

Forest, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

SAMPLE NO. N/A

Mortar/South portico, west end column capital (original)
Surface appearance: uniform in color, some pieces of unslaked lime visible

Type/Location:

N/A

Cross section:
Color:

1

0YR

220 grade sandpaper
Gross Weight: 27.48 grams

8/3 very pale brown

Hardness:

Texture:

Density:

COMPONENTS
Examined under

Fines:

reflected light at

1

0Ox

Very

magnification.

fine

Color:

1

0YR

very pale

Weight:

8/4

3.44g

Weight %:

12.52%

brown

Organic Matter:

none noted

grains that dinged

together.

Clear quartz

particles visible

mixed

N/A

Composition:

with a few darker
minerals.

Acid soluble fraction: The

Weight:

Weight %: 20.85%

5.73g

acid dissolved the binder

and other

particles of the

aggregate that were acid

Reaction: moderate

Aggregate: Consists

Color (overall): light

primarily of clear quartz

brown

particles mixed with some
darker grains including a

Grain shape:

small

amount

Most

of the grains range

size

75(im.

pale yellow

calcium carbonate

Composition:

in

Filtrate color:

tiny bubbles

soluble.

of brick.

from 300(im to

Weight:

18.31g

Weight %: 66.63%

to dark gray

Mineralogy:

subangular to angular

N/A

Sieve analysis

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75^m
Pan

height

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site: Poplar Forest

Location:

Date Sampled: October 1 996
Date Analyzed: January 1997

Forest, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

SAMPLE NO. PF

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

2

Plaster/North portico, inner northwest column capital (1845 Hutter

Type/Location:

Surface appearance: surface painted; several layers of white paint

Cross section: uniform in color and grain size
Color: 1 OYR/8/4 very pale brown
Hardness:

220 grade sandpaper
Gross Weight: 24.49 grams

Texture:

Density:

COMPONENTS
Fines:

Examined under

magnification.

Color:

10YR8/3

0Ox

very pale brown

Mostly

Organic Matter:

reflected light at

1

Weight:

2.19g

Weight %: 8.94%

none noted

beige particles with a very
small amount of darker
minerals.

Composition:

Acid soluble fraction: The

Weight:

N/A

Weight %: 36.75%

9.0g

acid dissolved the binder

and any other particles
of the aggregate that were

Reaction:

acid soluble.

reaction; bubbled

strong

Filtrate color:

yellow

vigorously

Composition: calcium carbonate

Aggregate: The majority
of the particles ranged in
size

300nm to
Made up of clear

from

75(im.

quartz grains with

some

Color (overall):

light

Weight:

13.30g

Weight %: 54.31%

brown
subangular to angular

Grain shape:

Mineralogy:

quartz, alkali feldspar (microcline), muscovite.

darker minerals.

Sieve analysis

Weight
0.03
0.34

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75nm

(g)

0.53
2.28
6.81

2.97
0.35

Pan

ASSESSMENT
Mortar Type:

Itme-based

Fines: Acid Soluble:

Aggregate

1

:4:6 by weight

113

1

.5:1

by volume

%

Retained

0.23
2.56
3.98
17.14
51.20
22.33
2.63

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site: Poplar Forest

Location:

Date Sampled: October 1996
Date Analyzed: January 1 997

Forest, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

SAMPLE NO. N/A

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

Mortar/North portico, west end column west side

Type/Location:

Surface appearance:

no

finish,

Cross section: N/A
Color: 10YR 7/6 yellow
Hardness:

exposed area

is

(1845 Hutter)

slightly darker in color

20 grade sandpaper
Gross Weight: 28.02 grams

Texture:
Density:

1

COMPONENTS
Examined under

Fines:

reflected light at

magnification.

1

with

Almost

some

all

1

0YR

Weight:

7/6

Weight %: 9.31%

2.61 g

yellow brown

Very fine

grained and uniform
color.

Color:

0Ox

none noted

Organic Matter:

in

beige

N/A

Composition:

clear quartz

few darker

grains and a

minerals visible.

Acid soluble fraction: The

Weight:

Weight %: 19.67%

5.51 g

acid dissolved the binder

and other particles of the
aggregate that were acid

Reaction: strong

soluble.

reaction;

Filtrate color:

yellow

bubbled

rapidly

calcium carbonate

Composition:

Aggregate:

Composed

Color

primarily of quartz grains

(overall): light

Weight:

Weight %: 71.02%

19.90g

brown

with a scattering of other
minerals. The bulk of the

Grain shape: subangular to angular and subround

aggregate was retained

Mineralogy:

the

1

in

N/A

50(im sieve.
Sieve analysis

Weight
0.72
0.47
0.73
3.70
10.14
3.62
0.43

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75nm
Pan

(g)

ASSESSMENT
Mortar Type:

lime-based

Fines: Acid Soluble:

Aggregate 1:2:8 by weight

114

1 :1

.5

by volume

%

Retained

3.62
2.36
3.67
18.60

50.95
18.19
2.16

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
University of Virginia

Project /Site:

Location:

Date Sampled:

Charlottesville, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

October 1996

Date Analyzed: January

K, Fetzer

SAMPLE NO. UVA 42
Render/Column south of Room 42, south side of shaft

1

997

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE
Type/Location:

Surface appearance:

Cross section:

matrix uniform

10YR7/2

Color:

surface painted, inner render uniform

light

in color;

above the base

aggregate mainly quartz marked with black grains
1 20 grade paper
Gross Weight: 29.41 grams

Texture:

gray

Hardness:

just

color

in

Density:

COMPONENTS
100x magnification

Fines:

using reflected

Consists primarily of tan

10YR6/4

Color:
light

light.

Weight:

Weight %: 4.66%

1.37g

yellow brown

Organic Matter:

none noted

grains matching the
specified Munsell color

with

some

grains

clear quartz

Composition: quartz, feldspar, clays

and some flakes of

muscovite.

Weight %: 18.56%

Acid soluble fraction: The
acid dissolved the binder
and other particles of the

Weight:

aggregate that were acid

Reaction: bubbled
moderately

soluble.

5.46g

Filtrate color:

pale yellow

Composition: calcium carbonate

Aggregate: Most grains
ranged from 1 .1 8mm to
1

50nm. The majority

of

Color

(overall): light

brown

Weight: 22.58g

Weight %: 76.78%

to light gray

Grain shape:

angular to subangular;

some subround

the particles are clear
quartz grains mixed with

darker minerals.

amount of

A

small

brick particles

are visible in

most

layers.

Mineralogy:

quartz, alkali feldsp

feldspar, muscovite, brick dust.

Sieve analysis

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75nm
Pan

(microcline)

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site:

Location:

University of Virginia

Date Sampled:

Charlottesville, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

October 1996

997

Date Analyzed: January

1

SAMPLE NO. UVA

VIII

Pav.

south inner column near capital
Surface appearance: no finish, exposed surface darker, inner material uniform in color
Cross section: matrix uniform in color; aggregate mainly quartz marked with black grains
Color: 1 0YR 7/2 light gray
Texture: 220 grade sandpaper

Type/Location:

Render/Pavilion

Hardness:

VIII,

Gross Weight:

Density:

18. 11

grams

COMPONENTS
Fines:

1

0Ox

magnification

using reflected

Consists primarily of tan
particles

Color:

1

0YR

6/2

Weight:

1

.03g

Weight %: 5.69%

brownish gray
Organic Matter: none noted
light

light.

matching the

specified Munsell color

with

some

grains

clear quartz

N/A

Composition:

and some flakes of

muscovite.

Acid soluble fraction: The
acid dissolved the binder
and other particles of

Weight:

the aggregate that were

Reaction: bubbled
moderately

acid soluble.

3.08g

Composition:

Aggregate:
other

Similar to the

UVA

particles

600nm

sample.

Most

range from

to

1

Filtrate color:

Weight:

Grain shape:

angular to subangular;

Mineralogy:

feldspar, muscovite, brick dust.

mixed with darker

Sieve analysis

small

amount

of brick particles are
visible in

14.0g

Weight %: 77.30%

some subround

50^m. The

majority of the particles

A

pale yellow

to light gray

are clear quartz grains

minerals.

17.01%

calcium carbonate

Color (overall): light

brown

Weight %:

most

layers.

quartz, alkali feldspar (microcline), plagioclase

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75|im
Pan

Weight

(g)

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site: Barboursville

Date Sampled: October 1 996
Date Analyzed: January 1 997

Barboursville, Virginia

Location:

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

SAMPLE NO. B 2
Render/South portico; inner southwest column, west side near base
Surface appearance: no finish, exposed outer surface is darker than inner material
Cross section: matrix is a beige color, aggregate varies widely in color and shape
Texture: 1 20 grade sandpaper
Color: 1 0YR 7/2 light gray
Density:
Gross Weight: 28.67 grams
Hardness:
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

Type/Location:

COMPONENTS
Fines:

1

0Ox magnification

Color:

10YR7/3

using reflected light.

very pale brown

Particles tend to cling

Organic Matter:

Weight: 0.93 g

Weight %: 3.24%

none noted

Mostly tan

together.

grains with tiny black
particles.

Composition:

Acid soluble fraction: The
acid dissolved the binder

Weight:

quartz, feldspar, clays

Weight %: 22.71%

6.51 g

and other particles of the
aggregate that were acid

Reaction: moderate;

soluble.

large bubbles

Composition:

Aggregate:

Fairly

even

distribution of particles

according to size. Most of
the grains are a beige
color with

some darker

A

gray particles.
small

amount

particles

is

very

of brick

pale

brown

calcium carbonate

Color (overall):
gray and brown
Grain shape:

Mineralogy:

Filtrate color:

Weight: 21.23g

light

angular

-

Weight %: 74.05%

subangular

quartz, alkali feldspar (microcline), plagioclase

feldspar, biotite, muscovite, brick dust.

Sieve analysis

Weight
0.05

Screen

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm
75nm

visible in the

300|im sieve.

(g)

1.16

5.56
8.89
4.69

0.74
0.10

Pan

ASSESSMENT
Mortar Type:

lime-based

Fines: Acid Soluble:

Aggregate

1

:7:23 by weight
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1

:2

by volume

%

Retained

0.23
5.46

26.19
41.87
22.09
3.48
0.47

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Barboursville

Project /Site:

Location:

Date Sampled: October 1996
Date Analyzed: January 1997

Barboursville, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

SAMPLE NO. B 1
Render/North portico; inner northwest column, near base
Surface appearance: no finish, exposed outer surface is darker than inner material
Cross section: matrix is beige in color, aggregate varies widely in color and shape

Type/Location:

Color:

10YR7/2

light

20 grade sandpaper
Gross Weight: 27.17grams

gray

Hardness:

Texture:
Density:

1

COMPONENTS
Fines:

0Ox magnification

1

reflected light.

Particles

tend to cling together.
Mostly tan grains with tiny
black particles.

Color:

10YR7/3

Organic Matter:

Weight %: 3.31%

Weight:

none noted

N/A

Composition:

Acid soluble fraction: The

Weight: 0.85g

very pale brown

Weight %: 23.19%

6.3g

dissolved the binder and

other particles of the

aggregate that were acid

Reaction:

soluble.

large bubbles

moderate;

Composition:

Aggregate: Most particles
concentrated between
1

.

1

8mm

and

1

50|im.

The

Filtrate color:

pale yellow

calcium carbonate

Color (overall):

Weight: 20.02g

light

Weight %: 73.68%

brown and gray
Grain shape:

angular

-

subangular

majority of the grains are

beige with some darker
gray flecks. A very small

feldspar, biotite, muscovite, brick dust.

amount

Sieve analysis

of brick particles

are visible

in

the

Mineralogy: quartz,

300nm

sieve.

alkali

feldspar (microcline), plagioclase

Screen

Weight
0.00

2.36mm
1.18mm
600u.m

300nm
150nm
75nm
Pan

1.44

0.00
7.19

5.76

28.77

7.91

39.51

4.12
0.63
0.07

20.58

ASSESSMENT
Mortar Type: lime-based
Fines: Acid Soluble:

Aggregate

1:7:24 by weight
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1

:2

(g)

volume

3.15
0.35

ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
MORTAR ANALYSIS
Project /Site: Barboursville

Location

:

Date Sampled: October 1996
Date Analyzed: January 1997

Barboursville, Virginia

Analysis performed by:

K. Fetzer

SAMPLE NO. N/A

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE

Mortar/First floor; interior north wall

Type/Location:

exposed edge

Surface appearance:

10YR7/3

Color:

is

darker

in

color; interior

lighter

is

and uniform

in

color

N/A

Cross section:

very pale brown

Hardness:

20 grade sandpaper
Gross Weight: 28.81 grams

Texture:

Density:

1

COMPONENTS
Examined

Fines:

at

1

0Ox

10YR7/6

Color:

Weight: 4.90g

Weight %: 17.01%

yellow

magnification using

transmitted and reflected

view of dispersed
sample. 90% matched the
munsell color specified;
to

other

1

0%

were

clear

Organic Matter: none noted

N/A

Composition:

quartz crystals and mafic
minerals.

Acid soluble fraction: The

Weight:

19.16%

Weight %:

5.52g

acid dissolved the binder

and other particles of the
aggregate that were acid

Reaction:

moderate

Filtrate color:

pale yellow

soluble.

Composition: calcium carbonate

Aggregate:

Larger grains

Color

(overall):

consisted of light colored

Grain shape:

(brown and gray) grains
mixed with clear quartz

Mineralogy:

grains.

Most

18.39g

Weight %: 63.83%

angular

-

subangular;

some subround

N/A

of the grains

ranged between 300|im

Screen

Sieve analysis

2.36mm
1.18mm
600nm
300nm
150nm

and150|im. These grains
were very similar to the
larger ones. The smallest
grains (>75(im) have
flakes of mica visible and

are

Weight:

light

brown

(2.36mm-600nm)

mixed with

tiny grains

75(im
Pan

of a dark material)

Weight

(g)

1.10
1.15

Aggregate

1

:1

:4

by weight
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5.98
6.25

1.48

8.05

27.73
39.53
10.87
0.82

lime-based

Fines: Acid Soluble:

Retained

5.10
7.27
2.00
0.15

ASSESSMENT
Mortar Type:

%

1:1.5 by volume

APPENDIX C
THIN SECTION

QUARTZ GRAIN MEASUREMENT WORKSHEETS

120

Appendix C

Thin Section Grain Measurements

Four of the thin sections were selected for measuring (PF 2, PF 3, B
42).

Fifty quartz grains

1

,

and

UVA

were randomly selected and the measurements recorded

from the photomicrographs. This included measuring both the long and short axis
of the grain.

The

actually equaled

grains

were measured

one millimeter.

millimeters

in

where 25

mm

on the photo

The measurements taken from the

photomicrographs and the calculated actual measurements were recorded on the
attached data sheets.

The following scale and equations were used to determine the actual

size of the

quartz grains:

25mm

1mm

on photomicrograph =

1mm

on photomicrograph = 1/25

(measured

mm)

/

actual

mm

actual

= 0.04

25 = (measured mm) x 0.04 =

121

mm

actual

actual

mm

Sample

PF 2

Location

Poplar Forest

-

north portico; inner northwest column, west side of
capital

Measurement on photomicrograph
long axis (mm)
short axis (mm)
3.5

Calculated actual measurement
long axis (mm)
short axis (mm)

Sample

PF 3

Location

Poplar Forest

north portico; inner northwest column, north side of
capital

Measurement on photomicrograph
short axis (mm)
long axis (mm)
3.5

Calculated actual
long axis (mm)

measurement
short axis

(mm)

Sample

UVA 42

Location

University of Viriginia

column north of Room 42; south side of the shaft
near base

Measurement on photomicrograph
short axis (mm)
long axis (mm)
4.0

Calculated actual measurement
long axis (mm) short axis (mm)

Sample

B 2

Location

Barboursville

-

south portico; inner southwest column; west side near
base

Measurement on photomicrograph
short axis (mm)
long axis (mm
)

4.0

measurement
short axis (mm)

Calculated actual
long axis

(mm)

APPENDIX D
X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION SPECTRA
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APPENDIX

E

ENERGY DISPERSIVE SPECTROSCOPY

SPECTRA AND X-RAY DOT MAPS

132

SEM

photograph of

coat

in

SEM

UVA 42

taken at 1 5x magnification; oriented with the
the top half of the photograph and the base coat in the lower half.

photograph of PF 7 taken

at

25x magnification; oriented with the

top of the photo.

133

finish

finish at the

X-ray dot mapping of UVA 42 showing the location and intensity of specific
elements present in the sample.

134

X-ray dot mapping of PF 7 showing the location and intensity of specific elements
present in the sample.
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THERMOGRAVIMETRIC ANALYSIS AND

MASS SPECTROMETRY SPECTRA
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